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Abstract

This project will assess key aspects concerning the future of the heat production capacity in the district
heating system of Odense. The analyses will focus on the timeframe 2015-2035. Currently a coal fired combined heat and power (CHP) unit produces around 60 % of the district heating, but a reinvestment is needed around 2018 to continue production.
The Danish Governments vision of phasing out coal from power plants by 2030 suggests that it is relevant
to consider alternatives to this reinvestment. Therefore, six biomass-based alternatives to the coal-fired
unit have been analyzed. A rebuilding of the unit ti woodchips or a new woodchip fired backpressure unit
with by-pass seems the best alternatives, delivering business-economic surpluses compared to the coal
based reference.
Given the increasing amount of renewable electricity in the grid, two different electric heat pump solutions
are also analyzed; one running as a supplementary to the current system, the other as a full-scale replacement of the coal based unit. The supplementary unit shows good business-economic potential in the current system, but if the woodchips fired CHP-plant were to replace the coal unit, lower marginal heating
costs would render it useless.
Replacing the coal based unit with a full-scale heat pump solution results in a substantial businesseconomic loss. When looking at socio-economics, all alternatives are substantially more expensive than the
coal reference. Comparing the socio-economics of the full-scale heat pump solution to the woodchips fired
CHP-unit, the heat pump solution is slightly cheaper. This shows that the current taxation system favors
biomass based production greatly in relation to heat pumps.

2

Introduction

2.1 Purpose and background
The overall aim of this project is to perform a strategic analysis of the energy planning of District Heating
Funen concerning both the business- and socio-economics of different scenarios for the development of
the heat production capacity in an attempt to clarify the best investment strategy.
The project is partly motivated by the vision from the Danish Government to reach 100 % renewable energy production in the heat and power sector by 2035. This means that the present coal based capacity at
Funen Power Station, which produces around 60 % of the heat delivered to the district heating system must
be replaced before this deadline, assuming that the vision will be followed by political agreements.
Another motivation is that the future of Funen Power Station is uncertain since the current owner Vattenfall wishes to sell the power plant and a reinvestment in the coal fired Unit 7 will be necessary if the unit is
to continue operation beyond 2018. This means that District Heating Funen is currently in a situation,
where a decision between several options has to be made in the relatively near future. One is to take over
Funen Power Station and reinvest in the coal unit or rebuild it to biomass. Another is investing for instance
in new biomass based production units.
The project is made in collaboration with District Heating Funen and the regional project Strategic Energy
Planning - Funen.
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2.2 Problem statement
The purpose of this project is divided into two separate analyses concerning different possible investment
strategies regarding the future heat production capacity in the district heating system of Odense.
The first analysis will evaluate different scenarios concerning the future of the coal based Unit 7 at Funen
Power Station. Both scenarios concerning a reinvestment in coal, a rebuilding of the unit to biomass based
production and a replacement of the unit by new biomass based production capacity will be analyzed.
The second analyses will focus on the potential for introducing electric heat-pumps into the system, both as
a supplementary production capacity in the existing system and as possible way of replacing the coal based
production at Funen Power Station.

2.3 Methodology
2.3.1

Assessment of investment strategies; evaluation of business- and socioeconomics

The method used to evaluate the different analyzed investment strategies is to compare them by businessand socio-economics calculations. The business-economics are evaluated from the perspective of District
Heating Funen, while the method used to evaluate the socio-economic effects, is that described by the
Danish Energy Agency1.

2.3.2

Method used to simulate the operation of heat (and electricity) production in the district
heating system

The analyses made in this report are based on a model consisting of the main energy producing units in the
district heating system, build in the simulation software EnergyPro. With this model a number of simulations have been made with all the relevant input factors such as fuel prices and taxes.
During the work with EnergyPro, it has become obvious that the software has a number of limitations with
respect to modelling and optimizing a system such as the one studied in this project. A description of the
method used by EnergyPro to plan the operation of the system can be found in Appendix 11.11 and the
identified limitations and their influence on the simulation results are described in Appendix 11.1 and Appendix 11.17.4.
Due to these limitations the simulations made with EnergyPro have been combined with simulations made
by a model build in the software Matlab. This model is used to simulate the operation of Unit 7 alone, as
one of the limitations with EnergyPro is that the complexity of the unit’s power-heat-diagram cannot be
modelled satisfactorily. The model simulates the economically optimal operation strategy of the unit by
computing the marginal price of electricity and heat production for each hour based on input parameters
such as taxes and time series such as electricity spot market prices for each hour. A further description of
the model and its limitations can be found in Appendix 11.2 and 11.9.
Further a model made in Excel has been used to evaluate the operation of the system in some situations in
an attempt to confirm the results produced by EnergyPro.
1

Guide for socio-economic analysis in the energy sector
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2.4 Reading instructions
The report consists of two main analyses – one for each of the two problem statements. First the analysis
concerning the future of Unit 7 with focus on rebuilding to biomass or investing in new biomass based capacity will be presented. Then the second analysis with focus on heat pumps as supplementary units to the
current system or as a full replacement of Unit 7 by a large scale heat pump integration is presented. Finally
some elements of the two analyses are combined to draw some overall conclusions.

3

Analysis of replacing coal based production at Funen Power Station Unit 7 with
biomass based production.

3.1 Background and purpose of the analysis
The combined heat and power unit called Unit 7 at the central power plant Funen Power Station in the city
of Odense was put into use in 1991 and is thus 24 years old at present time. This means that a reinvestment
in the unit will be necessary in the near future if it should continue operation beyond this horizon. In this
analysis it is assumed that the reinvestment would be made in 2018.
As Unit 7 is producing around 60 % of the heat used in the district heating systems of Odense and Kerteminde with a maximum power in high load of around 560 MW2, it is obvious that a choice of not reinvesting
in the unit is followed by the need for investing in a large amount of new heat production capacity.
As the Danish Government has a vision to phase out coal at the Danish power plants by 2030 and reaching
a hundred percent renewable energy in the heat and power sector by 20353 it is relevant to consider other
options than a reinvestment in coal4. In an attempt to steer the development of the energy system in the
wanted direction, subsidies are given to different renewable technologies. In relation to combined heat and
power production, a subsidy is given to biomass based electricity production and further biomass fuels
used for heat production are not taxed contrary to fossil fuels.
As a result of these conditions it might be business-economic feasible to choose a biomass based solution
instead of reinvesting in coal. Two alternative options to reinvesting in the coal fired unit are to rebuild it
into a biomass fired unit or to discard it and build new biomass fired capacity. The purpose of this analysis
is to assess which of these solutions is the most profitable from the views of business-economics and socioeconomics respectively. In the following sections the used EnergyPro model is first described shortly and
then the analyzed scenarios, the used framework conditions, technical parameters etc. are presented.

2

Based on the operation of 2012 and 1013
“Vores Energy”, The Danish Government, November 2011
4
It should be noted that these goals are only visions by present time and not a binding agreement by the Danish Parliament.
3
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3.2 The system and the basic model set up in EnergyPro
The energy production in the district heating system of Odense consists of Funen Power Station, a wood
chips fired backpressure unit called Dalum CPH, a couple of waste heat deliverances and a large number of
oil and gas fired backup units (boilers). At Funen Power Station there is a coal fired Unit 7 (back pressure
and condensing), a straw fired Unit 8 (backpressure and bypass) and two waste fired units (backpressure).
Unit 7 is modelled as a simple backpressure unit since the actual power-heat-diagram cannot be modelled
in a satisfying way in EnergyPro (as described in Appendix 11.1.5). Dalum CHP, Unit 8 and the waste fired
units are modelled as simple boilers as their actual power-heat-diagrams are not known and the special
diagram of Unit 8 due to the bypass function cannot be modelled in EnergyPro.
Further they are not modelled with their actual heat production capacities, as this would make them produce a lot more than they actually do, due to their low heat production cost. As the oil and gas backup units
deliver only a few percent of the annual heat production and are not built for primary production but for
emergency situations these are not included in the model for the purpose of keeping it as simple and
transparent as possible. A detailed description of the EnergyPro model can be found in Appendix 11.1.
Because EnergyPro cannot model Unit 7 satisfactorily the simulations with this model have been adjusted
in relation to simulations made with a Matlab-model as described in Appendix 11.9 and 11.2.

3.3 Presentation of the scenarios for Funen Power Station Unit 7
As described the purpose of this analysis is to consider the business- and socio-economics of different scenarios concerning the future power and heat production at Funen Power Station. It has not been taken into
account whether some of the scenarios could be more difficult to carry out in practice concerning legal
regulations, political agendas etc. than others.
It should however be mentioned that in accordance to The Project Announcement5 §13 it is only possible
for the municipal council to approve combined heat and power (CHP) production units in an area supplied
by a central power plant. Further as stated in §15, coal cannot be approved as fuel with regard to establishment of new production units. The chosen alternatives that will be described further in the following
sections are presented shortly below.
Scenario A: (reference scenario): Reinvestment in coal fired unit.
Scenario B1: Rebuilding to wood pellets fired unit.
Scenario B2: Rebuilding to wood pellets fired unit with by-pass option.
Scenario C: Rebuilding to wood chips fired unit.
Scenario D: Discarding of the coal unit and investment in new 225 MW wood chips fired back-pressure unit.
Scenario E: Discarding of the coal unit and investment in new 164 MW wood chips fired back-pressure unit
with by-pass possibility.
Scenario F: Discarding of the coal unit and investment in new wood chips fired boilers.

5

Legal announcement number 374 of 15-04-2013 with authority in The Law regarding heat supply
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Other possible scenarios exist, but the chosen are considered the most relevant to evaluate under the present technical and economic conditions. Scenario F with the wood chips fired boiler is not thought to present a good case (and cannot be approved as it is not a CHP unit) but is rather included to clarify the advantage of combined heat and power production. In the following sections the framework conditions used
for the analyses and the cost structure of heat and electricity production at Unit 7 will be evaluated. Then
each scenario will be described in more detail and at last the results of the analyses will be presented and
discussed.

3.4 Framework conditions used in the analyses
Each scenario is analyzed under two different sets of conditions concerning spot market prices and CO2prices respectively; the central framework conditions and the alternative framework conditions described in
the following. Other parameters such as fuel prices and taxes are the same in both sets of framework conditions. The analyzed period under both sets of conditions is from 2018 until 2035.

3.4.1

The central framework conditions

The central framework conditions are based on projections made by the nongovernmental organization
Danish Energy where CO2-prices and spot market prices are in general expected to increase over the simulated period. Based on simulations with the software Balmorel, Danish Energy has generated a spot market
structure for the years 2017, 2020, 2025, 2030 and 2035. The framework conditions used by Danish Energy
for this simulation is an EU-reference scenario including policies and measures adopted by or agreed upon
by the member states by mid-2010. A further description and discussion of this spot market projection can
be found in Appendix 11.15.2. In this analysis, a time series based on the five simulated years from Danish
Energy has been made for the simulation period 2018-2035 by repeating the spot market time series until
the next year with a new series is reached (for instance repeating 2020 in the interval 2020-2024).
The central projection of carbon dioxide allowances is the one used by Danish Energy in relation to their
projections of electricity spot market prices from 2017 to 2035. This projection is used to secure consistency between the spot market projection and the CO2-price projection, as the spot market price is influenced
by the CO2-price. The projection predicts a very low increase in CO2-prices of around 7.5 DKK per year until
2025 and then a high increase of around 33.5 DKK per year from 2025-2035. This projection is thought
realistic when compared to the situation of the EU ETS (CO2-emission trading scheme) which is described
and discussed in more details in Appendix 11.5.

3.4.2

The alternative framework conditions

The alternative framework conditions are based on the assumption that spot market prices and CO2-prices
are expected to stay on a level equal to that of the last years. Though this is unlikely to be the case it is
thought a good way to see the impact of another price structure.
The alternative spot market projection is based on the actual prices in the years 2011-2013, which have
been repeated through the simulation period. To secure consistency with the spot market prices, the CO2price projection assumes constant low price of 50 DKK/t, close to that of the last years6. Thus these alternative framework conditions assume a kind of “no development” in the energy system and an emission trade
scheme that continues to be ineffective.
6

Average auction price around 58 DDK2015/t in 2012 and 35 DDK2015/t in 2013, Source: www.eex.com
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3.4.3

Fuel prices

The projections of fuel prices used are those stated by The Danish Energy Agency in the the report Assumptions Regarding Socio-economic Analysis in the Energy Sector. To outline the projections shortly the market
price of coal is only expected to rise slowly from 25 to 26 DKK/GJ during the simulation period from 2018 to
2035, while the price of wood pellets is expected to increase at around 0.75 % per year from 79.5-89
DKK/GJ and that of wood chips is expected to increase by 1.5 % per year from 55-67 DKK/GJ. A further description and discussion of these projections can be found in Appendix 11.4.

3.4.4

Taxes and subsidies

One of the key elements in replacing the coal based production with biomass based production is that heat
produced by burning biomass is not taxed at present time. Recently it was planned to introduce a tax called
security of supply tax around 12 DKK/GJ to biomass used as fuel, but it was cancelled again7. Further a subsidy of 150 DKK/MWh is given to electricity produced by burning biomass, as the marginal cost of electricity
production becomes a lot higher due to the more expensive fuel.
When coal is used as fuel, an energy tax of 73.1 DKK/GJ and a carbon dioxide tax of 16.4 DKK/GJ must be
paid for the fuel allocated to heat production. As electricity is taxed when consumed, no taxes must be paid
for the fuel allocated to electricity production.
Independent of fuel, NOx- and sulphur taxes must be paid for the emissions of these compounds into the
air. From the cost per kilo emitted and the emission coefficients for different fuels the resulting cost for the
units analyzed have been calculated in Appendix 11.7.
In the simulations, all the taxes and subsidies are kept fixed at their 2015 level as they are in general defined in the laws to increase only by inflation. It is however important to keep in mind that these elements
are the results of political decisions and can change depending on the political agenda. References to the
different taxes and subsidies used can be found in Appendix 11.6.

3.5 General cost structure of heat and electricity production used for Funen Power Station
Unit 7
The operation of a central CHP plant like Unit 7 is basically based on the heat demand and the relationship
between the marginal costs of electricity production and the electricity spot market price. It is as basis defined in the Danish Law Regarding Heat Supply that the heat production must be a self-supporting business
meaning that the price can only reflect the actual cost in relation to producing the heat, and thus no long
term profits must be made. The fact that electricity is not taxed in relation to the production and heat production based on fossil fuels is highly taxed at the production means, that a switch from coal to a more
expensive biomass fuel has the consequences that the marginal cost of electricity increases substantially,
while the marginal cost of heat production decreases substantially. In order not to distort the economics of
operation the Danish Law Regarding Heat Supply has been adjusted, so that the tax advantage of biomass
based heat production can be split between the heat and electricity production (some of the costs of electricity production is transferred to the heat price).
7

http://ing.dk/artikel/overraskende-kovending-regeringen-vil-skrotte-skat-paa-braende-og-traepiller-167511
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As the heat production must basically be a self-supporting business while profits can be made from electricity production, it is necessary to divide the costs of operation between the heat and electricity produced at
a given time. This is done with three allocation factors that are used to calculate the part of the used fuel
allocated to the heat production in relation to the fuel-, tax- and CO2 costs. The fuel allocated to heat production is the utilized heat production divided by the respective allocation factor depending on which cost
is being allocated. These allocation factors are described in more details with references in Appendix 11.8.

3.5.1

Turn on cost and time

In order to get a more realistic operation of Unit 7 in the EnergyPro simulations, both a startup/shut-down
time and a startup cost have been defined in the model. The time for starting and shutting operation is set
at three hours for the simple reason, that this resulted in the operation picture closest to what is thought
realistic. Without some kind of limitation on the startup/shut-down time or the minimum hours of operation, the simulation will run the unit for a lot of small intervals - some down to only one hour (as described
further in Appendix 11.17.4).
It is an expensive process to start up the unit when it is cold as it is necessary to burn a lot of oil to get it
heated up. The startup cost is set at 0.416 MDKK/startup based on an internal reference. In the next chapter the scenarios presented briefly in chapter 3.3 are described in more detail.

3.6 Description of specific parameters concerning the different scenarios
3.6.1

Scenario A (reference scenario): Reinvestment in the coal fired unit

In this scenario a reinvestment in the coal fired unit is made, which enables it to continue operation until
2035. According to a report made by Force Technology on behalf of the Danish Energy Agency in October
2013 about production at Funen Power Station a reinvestment in the coal fired unit is estimated to 393
million DKK2015 and this is expected to extend the lifespan of the unit until 2033. As the simulation period
in this analysis is from 2018-2035 it is assumed that a reinvestment of 453 million DKK2015 will extend the
lifespan of Unit 7 until 2035. This higher reinvestment cost is found by dividing the 393 million equally between the 13 years of extra lifetime and multiplying by the 15 extra years needed. This is an uncertain estimate, but it is used as no actual knowledge about the cost of extending the units lifespan further by two
years is available. This reinvestment cost is also applied under the scenarios concerning rebuilding Unit 7 in
addition to the estimated rebuilding costs, as it is assumed that the same lifespan-extending investment are
still needed8. Should this reinvestment be unnecessary in relation to the rebuilding (if the rebuilding under
any circumstances renews the same elements) the investment costs of rebuilding should be 393 million
lower than those used in the analysis.
The mentioned report by Force Technology is used as reference a number of times in this analysis and in
the following sections the name Force Technology is used as reference to this specific report.

8

As assumed in by Force Technology in the mentioned report.
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3.6.2

Scenarios B1, B2 and C: Rebuilding to wood pellets, wood pellets with by-pass or wood
chips.

3.6.2.1 Cost of rebuilding Funen Power Station Unit 7 to biomass
In the Technology Catalogue published by the Danish Energy Agency data concerning rebuilding power
plants from coal to biomass are stated as intervals of nominal investment values in cost per MW electric
capacity. With this reference the total investments for rebuilding to biomass have been calculated to 405717 million for wood pellets and 1.56-1.65 billion for wood chips based on a nominal capacity of 388 MW9.
The investment is higher for the rebuilding to wood chips as the characteristics of wood chips as fuel differ
more from coal than wood pellets (structure, water content etc.) which means that the conversion requires
major changes of the unit. The wood chips needs to be dried and milled, so that they can be burned in the
boiler in the same way as pulverized coal. The Technology Catalogue states that the drier itself account for
an investment of 2.41 million per MW-e resulting in a cost of 0.94 billion for Unit 7.
According to Force Technology the cost of rebuilding the unit to wood pellets were set at 1.18 billion DKK
and the cost of rebuilding to wood chips were set at 1.7 billion, both excluding the cost of prolonging the
lifetime of the unit (453 million). These costs includes investment in a storage facility at another location
(since storage is already included in the fuel prices used for this analysis, it is not known whether this is
necessary). No references or discussion regarding these estimates are presented in the report and thus it is
not known if they could be more correct than the general values in the Technology Catalogue.
It should however be kept in mind that the cost of a project like this depends on a lot of factors, which
could mean that the nominal values might not be representative for this particular project. Because of this
uncertainty the cost of rebuilding to wood pellets is as basis set at 717 million in this analysis (the high end
of the interval from the Technology Catalogue). The cost of rebuilding to wood chip is set at 1.61 billion
which is the middle of the interval stated in the Technology Catalogue.

3.6.2.2 Availability
The availabilities stated in the Technology Catalogue for power plants fired by coal and wood pellets are 95
%, but none are given for wood chips. However for a medium wood chips fired back-pressure unit the
availability is stated to be 90 %. The fact that a difference in availability might exists with regard to wood
chips is not considered in the analyses which assumes 100 % availability of all plants.

3.6.2.3 Operation and maintanace cost
The operation and maintanance costs used is those stated by The Danish Energy Agency in the Technology
Catalouge. The fixed and variable O&M of an advanced pulverized fuel power plant with wood pellets or
coal as fuel are given in proportion to respectively the electric capacity of the power plant and the produced electricity with the following values: Fixed O&M of 0.46 MDKK/MW-e/year and variable O&M of 16.1

9

The maximal electric capacity in normal full condensation load (not “over load” operation), as stated in the green
account for Fynsvaerket.
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DKK/MWh-e. With an electric capacity of 388 MW in full load, this nominal fixed O&M results in an expenditure of 178 million per year for Unit 7 which is the value used in the simulations. However, Force
Technology the total O&M costs are estimated to only 80 million, but as no reference or discussion are
given, the validity of the estimate is unknown. It should be noted though, that the nominal values from the
Technology Catalouge could be to high concerning this specific unit.
It also seems worthy of a discussion, that exactly the same both fixed and variable O&M costs are stated for
coal and wood pellets in the Technology Catalouge. This contradicts intuition, as it is generally said that
using biomass as fuel is followed by higher O&M costs, due to a more difficult handling and a higher content of some unwanted compounds in the fuel.
Especially when rebuilding to a wood chips fired unit, an increase in O&M costs much be expected as the
characteristics of wood chips as fuel differ more from coal than wood pellets (structure, water content etc.)
and need to be dried before milling and combustion. As it is not known how much the O&M costs would
increase in the different scenarios it has been chosen as basis to use the costs stated above in all the scenarios and then discuss the impact of higher O&M costs when the simulation results are presented.
According to Force Technology, the total O&M after rebuilding the unit is estimated to increase by 70 % for
wood pellets and by 90 % for wood chips. However, as Force Technology estimates the total O&M at only
80 million, the impact of this increase is much smaller than it would be if it is applied to the 178 million
fixed D&V and around 17 million variable D&V (depending on production) from the Technology Catalouge.
It could also be the case that the total O&M of 80 million is more correct concerning Unit 7 than the nominal values from the Technology Catalouge, which would mean that it is the D&V of the coal unit that should
be lower and not that of the biomass units that should be higher. As this is not known a sensitivity calculation will be made for the wood chips fired rebuilding where the variable O&M is increased by 100 % and
the fixed by 50 % which is an increase of the total O&M by around 107 million or 55 %. No strong argumentation exits for choosing exactly these values other than it seems too much to assume an increase around
200 million, when Force Technology assumes 72 million. Concerning the rebuilding to wood pellets a sensitivity calculation will be made where the total O&M is increased by 50 %.
3.6.2.4 Efficiency
In the Technology Catalouge it is stated that a loss of electric- and total efficiency of 1-2 percent point
should be expected when rebuilding from coal to biomass. The reason is that using biomass instead of
coal changes flows and temperatures in the boiler which is designed for coal. Based on this reference a
loss of electric and total efficiency of 2 percent point is used both for wood pellets and wood chips.
3.6.2.5 Estimation of by-pass advantage in scenario B2
As heat production is sometimes forced by the heat demand at times where the spot market price is low,
operation in back-pressure can result in unprofitable electricity production. A solution is to rebuild the unit
with the possibility to by-pass the turbine and only produce heat (operate as a boiler). As the power-heat
diagram of Unit 7 cannot be modelled in EnergyPro in a satisfying way10 this option has been evaluated
using a modified version of the Matlab model. The method and results are described in Appendix 11.3.

10

Neither as a simple back-pressure unit with by-pass as this also gives a special pq-diagram
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3.6.3 Summary of parameters used for Funen Power Station Unit 7 in the scenarios
At Table 1 the different parameters described in the previous sections have been summarized. In the
table “TS” stands for time-series, which means that it is not a fixed value but changes over the interval.
Summary of parameters used for Funen Power Station Unit 7 in the scenarios
Allocation of fuel to heat production by dividing heat production with the following factors (App. 11.8)
Tax allocation factor
Fuel allocation factor
CO2-emission allowances allocation factor
1.2
1.38
1.25
Coal as fuel (DKK/GJ fuel)
Energy tax
CO2-tax
73.1
16.4

NOx tax
0.79

SO2 tax
0.12

Wood pellets and wood chips as fuel (DKK/GJ fuel)
NOx tax
SO2 tax
Wood pellets price
2.14
0.022
TS 79.5-89

Steam coal price
TS 25-26

Wood chips price
TS 55-67

General operation limitations and basis operation and maintenance costs
Startup cost
Start/close time
Availability
Fixed O&M
0.406 MDKK
3 hours
100 %
0.46 MDKK/MW-e/year
Loss of electric and total efficiency when rebuilding ti biomass:
Cost of reinvesting in coal or rebuilding Unit 7 to biomass
Reinvestment in coal / lifespan of unit
Rebuild to wood pellets
393 MDKK
717 MDKK

CO2-Price
TS 37-447 DKK/t

Subsidy
150 DKK/MWh-e

Variable O&M
16.1 DKK/MWh-e
2 %-points

Rebuild to wood chips
1.61 BDKK

Table 1 – Summary of parameters used for Unit 7 concerning simulations of reinvestment in coal and rebuild to biomass. Source:
The technology Catalogue and The assumptions regarding socio-economic analyses, Danish Energy Agency

3.6.4

Scenario D: Discarding of the coal unit and investment in new wood chips fired backpressure unit

An alternative option to reinvesting in or rebuilding Unit 7 is to build a new biomass fired unit. To evaluate
this solution a simulation has been made with the EnergyPro model where Unit 7 has been replaced by a
wood chips fired CHP backpressure unit. The unit is design with the assumption that it should be able to
deliver a heat effect of 600 MW similar to that of Unit 7. Probably less capacity would be sufficient if the
other units in the system were allowed to operate dynamically, but this would also result in a higher need
for expensive oil and gas backup production, if some of the units should be out of operation. This capacity
optimization problem has not been considered further in this analysis. The technical specifications chosen
for this unit are summarized in Table 2 and are based on data from The Technology Catalogue concerning a
medium wood chips fired back-pressure unit (10-50 MW). However the investment cost has been set lower
than the 32 MDKK/MW-e as economy of scale is thought to be realistic. This is based on the fact that in The
Technology Catalogue the nominal investment in a smaller back-pressure unit is around 48 MDKK/MW-e
and the nominal investment of a larger power plant is down to 16 MDKK/MW-e. Further, according to
Force Technology the investment in a similar wood chips fired unit with a capacity of 125 MW-e with bypass option is set at 23.5 MDKK/MW-e. Based on these considerations the nominal value of 23.5
MDKK/MW-e has been adopted for this analysis. As the expected lifetime of the unit is 30 years and the
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analyzed period is 18 years the investment cost used has been set at a value calculated by dividing the total
investment cost by 30 years and multiplying by 18 years to adjust for the different lifetimes of the investments in the scenarios so that they can be compared. Regarding this 225 MW-e unit the method means
than the investment cost of 5.3 billion DKK is adjusted to 3.2 billion in the analysis.

Wood chips fired back pressure unit (DDK2015)
Electric generation capacity
- Minimum load (20 % of full load)
- Electric efficiency
Heat generation capacity
- Heat eff. With flue gas condensation

MW

45
29

MW
%

600

MW

77

- Minimum load (20 % of full load)
Fuel input
Availability, actual at 90 % but assumed:
Technical lifetime

225

%

120

MW

155-776

MW

100

%

30 but 18 in analysis

years

5.3 adjusted to 3.2

BDKK

Investment (23.5 MDKK/MW-e)
Fixed O&M
Variable O&M

0,23
31,34

MDKK/MW/y
DKK/MWh

Table 2 – Technical data used in the simulations with a wood chips fired backpressure unit. Source: The technology Catalogue

It was considered to analyze the backpressure unit with a by-pass option in order to avoid unfeasible electricity production, but based on the considerations presented in Appendix 11.10 it was concluded that it is
not relevant to make further evaluation of this scenario as the by-pass option only results in a marginal
advantage (without considering extra investment costs).

3.6.5

Scenario E: Discarding of the coal unit and investment in new 164 MW wood chips fired
back-pressure unit with by-pass possibility.

In this scenario it is evaluated whether it is feasible to invest in a wood chips fired back-pressure unit with
by-pass possibility, not for the reason of avoiding unfeasible electricity production but for the reason that a
smaller unit can cover the peak heat demand and thus a reduction in investment costs can possibly be obtained. The technical specifications of this unit are based on the same data as presented for the unit in scenario D in Table 2 apart from other capacities (and thus investment cost) which are stated in Table 3.

Wood chips fired back pressure unit (DDK2015)
Electric generation capacity

164

MW

- Minimum load (20 % of full load)
Heat generation capacity

33
436

MW
MW

- Capacity in by-pass mode

600

MW

87

MW

113-566

MW

- Minimum load (20 % of full load)
Fuel input
Investment (23.5 MDKK/MW-e)

3.9 adjusted to 2.3

BDKK

Table 3 – Technical data used in the simulations with a wood chips fired backpressure unit with by-pass option. Source: The
technology Catalogue
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All the conditions and parameter concerning the chosen scenarios have now been described and the next
chapter presents the comparison of results from the simulations and a conclusion of the analysis.

3.7 Comparison of scenarios
3.7.1

Method of economical comparison

With the methods described in Chapter 2.3, the framework conditions described in Chapter 3.4 and the
technical specifications presented in Chapter 3.5 and 3.6 a total net heat production cost (TNHPC) for each
year in all the scenarios has been estimated. In order to compare the scenarios, a total net present value of
the production costs is calculated from the costs in each year with a discounting rate of 4 % as suggested
for the first 35 years of a socio-economic analysis by The Danish Energy Agency. This rate is used as it can
be argued that the average private long term interest rate must be close to the average interest rate of
society, which the socio-economic discount rate is a measure of.
The long term rent of a bank loan is also fixed at 4 % though it might be possible to obtain a rent of around
3 % through the Municipal Credit System11. The identical discounting rate and loan rate means that it is not
necessary to calculate mortgage costs as it is just discounted to the original value. Thus the investment cost
is just stated at the beginning of 2015 and the operation cost falls ultimo 2015 and is thus discounted by
one year.
It can be discussed whether the simulation period for reference scenario should stop at 2030, as the vision
of the Danish government is to phase out coal at the Danish power plants by 2030. However it has been
chosen to look at the entire period from 2015-2035 in order to make the comparison easier. If it were chosen to stop the reference simulations at 2030 under the argument that coal will be “prohibited” at this
time, it would be necessary to estimate a scrap value of the units for the last five years in the other scenarios concerning a rebuilding of Unit 7. Otherwise the scenario with coal should include a new investment in
an alternative production unit in 2030 and depending on whether this alternative is cheaper or more expensive (including annuitized investment) than the coal would be, it can be argued that the total net present value of the coal scenario is higher or lower than it should be.
3.7.2

Parameters not considered in the comparison

3.7.2.1 Rebuilding/establishment of the different units
It has not been considered in the comparison of the results how the projects in the different scenarios will
influence the heat production under the construction period. Under all circumstances the rebuilding of
Unit 7 means that it is unable to operate in a period, but if the rebuilding can be completed over the summer the resulting need for expensive heat production at the backup units might be minimal. In the Technology Catalogue the construction time for a new wood chips fired backpressure unit is stated to be 4.5
years (from financial and legal closure to start of commercial operation) which would suggest that the construction of such a unit should happen while Unit 7 is still operational.
11

Kommune Kredit, http://kommunekredit.dk/
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3.7.2.2 Ownership of Funen Power Station
As the comparison of the scenarios is done between the total net present heat production costs, a system
approach is assumed. In practice this means that it is assumed that District Heating Funen takes over Unit 7
in relation to a reinvestment/rebuilding.
If a system approach were not used, the resulting total heat production costs of the scenarios could be
higher from the perspective of District Heating Funen because revenue made from electricity production
would probably not be used to lower the heat production cost in the same degree, since the economy of
the productions would be evaluated separately.
Concerning this matter it has not been considered what the cost of Unit 7 (or the entire Funen Power Station) could be and which elements an agreement with the present owner Vattenfall would contain as it is
simply not known. Thus if high expenditures would in fact be present in relation to a takeover of Funen
Power Station, the cost of the scenarios concerning rebuilding or reinvesting in Unit 7 would increase in
relation to the scenarios concerning investment in new units.

3.7.2.3 Heat rejection to Odense Sea inlet (Odense Fjord)
When the operation with possibility of condensation mode is simulated with the Matlab-model (Appendix
11.2 and 11.9), restrictions concerning heat rejection to Odense Sea inlet (Odense Fjord) are not included,
as these are not known. Depending on how much these restrictions eventually effect the operation the
estimated costs of the scenarios with Unit 7 might be too low, since they include too much feasible electricity production. This would especially be the case concerning the coal unit and to some degree the wood
chips fired unit, but less for the wood pellet unit where electricity production is expensive.

3.7.2.4 Sensitivity analyses on different parameters
Due to time constraints only sensitivity considerations in the form of the alternative framework conditions
(concerning spot market prices and CO2-prices) and different estimates of O&M-costs have been included
in the analysis. Other parameters such as projections of fuel prices, taxes and subsidies also contain some
uncertainty and it is thus important to remember that alternative price developments or political agendas
can impact the results and conclusion of the analysis.

3.7.2.5 Possible demolition costs
The demolition cost of Unit 7, in relation to building a new production unit at the same spot or just at the
end of its lifetime, has not been considered. It is not known whether Vattenfall, District Heating Funen or
some third party will hold this responsibility in the future. It is possible that a new production unit would be
placed at another spot, which could be near the old Lindø shipyard, where the entering for ships is better
than at the location of Funen Power Station. This means that the transport of biomass could be noticeable
cheaper as a re-loading to flatboat12 or transport over land by truck is not necessary.

12

Danish: pram
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3.7.3

Comparison of scenarios under the central framework conditions

As described in Chapter 3.4 the central framework conditions uses projections of electricity spot market
prices and CO2-prices from Danish Energy based on an EU-reference scenario and fuel price projections
from The Danish Energy Agency. The technical specifications of the analyzed units are primarily based on
The Technology Catalogue but are in some cases adjusted based on other references (described in Chapter
3.5 and 3.6). It must be kept in mind that the results presented in the following are only valid in relation to
the used frame work conditions and technical data. As especially the framework conditions, but also some
of the technical data are marked by high uncertainty the results cannot be seen as an objective measure.
The calculated net present costs of heat production in the different scenarios are presented in Figure 1 by
the colored bars. Please note that the vertical axis begins at a value of 6 billion which distorts the visual
picture concerning comparison of the height of the bars. The black lines (solid and dotted) at the bars concerns sensitivity calculations regarding operation and maintenance costs which will be described in the
following discussion of the results.

Net present cost of heat production million DKK2015

Total net present costs of the scenarios under the central
framework conditions and assumptions for the period 2018-2035
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New wood
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Figure 1 – The colored bars show the basis estimates of the net present cost of heat production for the analysed scenarios. The
solid lines at bar one and two show an alternative cost if the operation and maintenance of Unit 7 is assumed to be as low as
assumed by Force Technology. The dotted lines at some of the bars indicate alternative costs if the operation and maintenance is
higher than assumed in the basis estimate. The exact increases in O&M that have resulted in these alternative estimates are
described in the sections following this figure.
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3.7.3.1 Results concerning coal reference and rebuilding to wood chips
To begin at the left side of Figure 1 the results show that a rebuilding of Unit 7 into a unit fired by wood
pellets with or without by-pass option (the two blue bars) has costs respectively 625 million and 509 million
higher than the coal reference (the grey bar). This is due to the high fuel price of wood pellets, which is
followed by poor possibilities for earning revenue from electricity production.
It is not known whether the advantage of 116 million the addition of a by-pass option results in makes it
feasible compared to the additional investment it would require. This is simply because the size of the additional investment is not known but a guess would be that if the change is made at the same time as the
rebuilding of the unit, it might not result in noticeable additional costs.
As discussed in Chapter 3.6 the used operation and maintenance costs are the same for the wood pelletsand coal unit, but it should probably be relatively higher for the wood pellets unit. If the total O&M of the
wood pellets unit is set 50 % higher than that of the coal unit the net present cost is increased by 1.09 billion shown by the dotted line at the blue bar at Figure 1.
On the other hand, the O&M costs used might be too high concerning the coal unit. If the O&M of the coal
unit is set at only 80 million per year (instead of around 195 million - as discussed in chapter 3.6) the net
present cost is reduced by 1.27 billion which is shown in Figure 1 by the solid line at the grey bar. This
would also mean that the O&M of the wood pellet fired unit is smaller and that the 50 % increase has less
impact. The net present value of the wood pellet unit with a total O&M of 120 million per year is 0.82 billion less than the basis value and is shown by the solid line at the blue bar.

3.7.3.2 Results concerning rebuilding to wood chips
Concerning the rebuilding of Unit 7 into a wood chips fired unit (the turquoise bar) this is the scenario with
the best result ending at a net present cost 1.76 billion less than the coal reference. The good economics of
this solution is a result of a relatively cheap fuel and thus some opportunity of feasible electricity production. However, the operation and maintenance costs in the simulations were set at the same level as for
the coal unit but it is thought that these could in fact be noticeable higher (as discussed in Chapter 3.6).
If it is assumed that the fixed O&M costs are increased by 50 % and the variable by 100 % as discussed in
the yearly total O&M is increased by 104 million and the net present cost of the simulation is increased by
1.17 billion (shown with the dotted line over the turquoise bar) reducing the advantage relative to the coal
reference to 694 million. As seen on the figure the consequence of this O&M costs is that the basis calculation of the new 164 MW wood chips fired back-pressure unit with by-pass becomes the cheapest solution.
If it is assumed that the total basis O&M of the coal unit is only 80 million per year (as discussed in Chapter
3.6) and it is around 100 % higher for the wood chips unit the comparison will be between the turquoise
bar and the solid line at the grey coal bar (a difference of 489 million).
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3.7.3.3 Results concerning investment in new wood chips fired unit
Moving on to the two scenarios with new wood chips fired backpressure units (the green bars) the net present cost of the 225 MW unit is 335 million cheaper than the coal reference and the 164 MW unit with bypass is 828 million cheaper. In these simulations the D&V costs used are those stated in the Technology
Catalogue, where the variable D&V is almost twice that stated for a central power plant but on the other
hand the fixed is only half. This results in a total D&V of 71 million per year for the 225 MW unit and 56.6
million per year for the 164 MW unit.
According to Force Technology a total D&V of 75 million is used for a similar unit with a capacity of 125
MW. If this higher O&M is divided by the capacity of 125 MW and used as nominal value per MW for the
two units the total O&M becomes 64 million higher per year for the 225 MW unit (resulting in an increase
of the net present costs of 693 million) and 32 million higher per years for the 164 MW unit (resulting in an
increase of the net present costs of 452 million).
The adjusted total net present costs are shown by the dotted lines over the green bars in Figure 1. If the
low basis O&M of the coal unit is used, the green bars should be compared to the solid lines for coal and
wood pellets rebuild and the turquoise bar for wood chips rebuild.
3.7.3.4 Results concerning investment in new wood chips fired boiler
At last the scenario with a heat only wood chips boiler (red bar) has the highest net present cost as no revenue can be made from electricity production and this solution will not be discussed further here.

3.7.4

Conclusion of the analyses under the central framework conditions

As the analyses depend strongly on the used framework conditions and assumptions concerning technical
parameters etc. described in Chapter 3.4 a conclusion should be drawn with caution. Based on the results
presented and discussed in the previous sections the analyses suggest that the scenarios with wood chips
based production will result in the best economy over the simulated period.
Depending on the level of operation and maintenance costs which is a very uncertain factor these units
could actually be cheaper than the reference with a reinvestment in coal. It is not possible to say whether
the rebuilding of Unit 7 to wood chips or the new wood chips fired back-pressure unit with by-pass option
is the best solution as this depends strongly on the actual operation and maintenance costs of a wood chips
fired Unit 7. Further, the rebuilding of a central power plant to wood chips and the following operation
could present a technical challenge, as it is a relatively untested technology in this scale.
These uncertainties suggest that the new backpressure unit with by-pass is the most robust of the scenarios
and though it as basis is more expensive than the wood chips fired Unit 7, the net present value is still lower than the coal reference scenario. If more precise information could be obtained regarding the O&M
costs of Unit 7 before and after a rebuild to biomass the analyses and thus the conclusion could off course
be made with less uncertainty.
This leads to the careful conclusion that a rebuilding of Unit 7 to wood chips or a new backpressure unit
with by-pass is probably the best solution. This conclusion is confirmed by the analyses under the alternative framework conditions, where the new wood chips fired backpressure units with by-pass looks relatively
better compared to the other options. This is due to lower spot market prices and thus less opportunity to
generate revenue from electricity production, which affects Unit 7 more than the new units. The analyses
under the alternative framework conditions are described and discussed in the next section.
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3.7.5

Comparison of scenarios under the alternative framework conditions

As described in Chapter 3.4 the alternative framework conditions uses a projection of electricity spot market prices based on the actual prices in 2011-2013 which has been repeated through the period and the
CO2-price is kept low at a level of 50 DKK/t. Thus these framework conditions are a kind of “no change”
scenario, where the present conditions are extended through the simulation period.
Apart from the spot market price and CO2-price projections, all other framework conditions and parameters
such as technical specifications are the same as in the central framework conditions scenario. Further the
same sensitivity calculations regarding operation and maintenance costs as described in Chapter 3.6 have
been made under these framework conditions. The results are presented in Figure 2 and the small black
line at each bar marks the value of the scenarios under the central framework conditions scenario. Please
note that the vertical axis begins at a value of 6 billion which distorts the visual picture concerning comparison of the height of the bars.

Net present cost of heat production million DKK2015

Total net present costs of the scenarios under the alternative
framework conditions and assumptions for the period 2018-2035
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Figure 2 - The coloured bars show the basis estimates of the net present cost of heat production for the analysed scenarios. The
solid lines at bar one and two show an alternative cost if the operation and maintenance of Unit 7 is assumed to be as low as
assumed by Force Technology. The dotted lines at some of the bars indicate alternative costs if the operation and maintenance is
higher than assumed in the basis estimate. The exact increases in O&M that have resulted in these alternative estimates are
described in the sections following this figure. The small solid line at each bar indicates the cost of that scenario under the central framework conditions.
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Figure 2 shows that all the scenarios (except from the wood chips boiler) results in higher expenditures
under these alternative framework conditions than under the central. The reason for this is that the spot
market prices do not increase over the simulation period as they in general do with the central projection
and thus electricity production is less feasible. The increase in total expenditures are lower in the scenario
concerning reinvestment in coal compared to those concerning rebuilding to biomass, as the CO2-price
stays low under these framework conditions compared to a high increase (mostly from 2025-2035) under
the central framework conditions.
The highest increase in total costs appears in the scenario concerning rebuilding to wood chips. This is because the conditions concerning electricity production at the wood chips fired unit are at average a lot better under the central spot market projection and the low CO2-price is not an advantage for this unit as it is
in the coal scenario. The two new wood chips fired backpressure units (and especially the one with 164
MW-e capacity) gets relatively cheaper compared to the scenarios concerning rebuilding Unit 7 as they do
not lose the same amount of revenue from electricity production.

3.7.6

Socio-economic analysis regarding some of the scenarios

In order to determine which scenario would be the best seen from a socio-economical perspective, an
analysis have been made based on the guide to socio-economic analysis in the energy sector published by
the Danish Energy Agency. The analysis includes all operation costs (including CO2-emission allowances
costs in the coal case), tax distortion losses from decreased tax revenue or increased subsidies, the socioeconomic damage costs of NOx, SO2 and PM (particulate matter) emissions and electricity generation revenues from the spot market.
In Figure 3 the results of the analysis are shown as the additional socio-economic cost of each of the scenarios in relation to the reference scenario with a reinvestment in coal. The socio-economic cost of the coal
reference is 5.2 billion. It should be noted that the considerations concerning the uncertainty of operation
and maintenance costs as discussed in Chapter 3.6 is not included in this analyses. This means that the scenarios with rebuilding to biomass should probably have noticeable higher operation and maintenance costs
in relation to the coal reference, which would result in higher additional costs. The additional cost of the
wood chips unit would probably also increase in relation to wood pellet unit, as it is thought a rebuild to
wood chips would increase the O&M more than a rebuild to wood pellets. On the other hand, if the O&M
of the coal reference is set to high, the additional costs of these scenarios might be too high in relation to
the new wood chips fired units.
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Additional socio-economic cost of project in relation to
reference for the period 2018-2035
Additional cost in billion DKK2015
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Figure 3 - The coloured bars show the additional net present socio-economic cost of the different scenarios in relation to the coal
reference. The socio-economic cost of the coal reference is 5.2 billion. This is under the central framework conditions scenario.

As seen all the scenarios results in a high increase of the socio-economic costs in relation to the coal reference. The reasons for this are that the fuel price of coal is much cheaper than biomass and that taxes are
not a socio-economic cost. Lost taxes and received revenues actually result in a tax distortion loss which is a
cost for society. One parameter that could change the situation is the price of carbon emission allowances
as this cost applies only to the coal scenario. It could be argued that the socio-economic damage cost is in
fact higher than the price of emission allowances but as discussed in Appendix 11.5.1 a reduction of CO2
beyond that dictated by the emission cap is not possible under the EU emission allowances trading scheme
and thus no additional socio-economic damage will be avoided by a reduction. Thus the socio-economic
cost of CO2-emission is set by the market price of allowances.
Though the coal unit is by far the cheapest socio-economic solution, it is relevant to discuss the alternatives
in relation to each other as the political vision is to phase out coal. Because wood chips are a cheaper fuel
than wood pellets, the wood chips fired units result in the lowest additional socio-economic cost. However,
it should be kept in mind that other technologies that are not included in the analysis might be relatively
more socio-economic feasible. For the purpose of a comparison made with electric heat pumps in Chapter
4.5 the additional socio-economic cost of the new wood chips fired backpressure unit with by-pass has
been calculated for the period 2015-2035 (instead of 2018-2035) to be 8 billion.
This concludes the analysis concerning future investments in Unit 7 or new biomass based production capacity. In the next chapter the analyses concerning implementation of electric heat pumps in the district
heating system will be presented. In chapter 5 the two analyses will be united in a discussion concerning
the dynamics of implementing both biomass based heat production and heat pumps in the system. In chapter 6 a comparison of the business- and socio-economics between biomass based production and heat
pumps will be made in relation to replacing of Unit 7 with new production capacity. In chapter 7 a discussion concerning the use of biomass resources is presented in order to put the conclusion of this analysis
into perspective.
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4

Heat Pumps for production of district heating to the District Heating Funen grid

The potentials of implementing heat pumps in the District Heating Funen grid will be examined. Heat
pumps are interesting because they have the possibility of utilizing the increasing amount of renewably
generated electricity, and they will have some regulation possibilities in relation to the fluctuating nature of
renewables. Two heat pump projects will be evaluated. One where heat pumps are installed as a supplement to the current production units. Another where heat pumps replace the current coal powered unit on
Funen power station. The analysis will both evaluate the projects’ business- and socio-economics to gain a
view of the implications for District Heating Funen as well as the whole society.

4.1 Technology description
Heat pumps employ the same technology as refrigerators, moving heat from a low-temperature location to
a warmer location. They draw heat from some heat source and upgrades it to a higher temperature
through a closed process. Either a compressor (using electricity or natural gas) or absorption (using heat;
e.g. steam, hot water or flue gas) will drive the process. In this project, the focus will be on the electrically
driven heat pump. A slightly more detailed description is found in Appendix 11.21.
Heat pumps can be beneficial for an electricity system with large amounts of renewables since they are
able to convert electricity to heat at high efficiencies at times of surplus electricity generation. This feature
becomes increasingly important, as more intermittent renewable energy generators are present in the
power system. The operation of large heat pumps are usually regulated continuously. Starting from cold,
electricity consumption is at full load fast, typically in less than 5 minutes [Technology Data for Energy
Plants]. This means that heat pumps will be able to operate in the market for power regulation, which will
provide the district heating company an increased economic surplus from their operation. The economic
benefits of operating in the market for power regulation will not be analyzed within this project.

4.2 Heat source of the heat pump
The heat pump needs a source to draw heat from in order to work. In general, the higher the heat source
temperature, the better the COP13 of the heat pump. A preliminary study of different heat sources has been
conducted including ambient air, the earth crust, water bodies, industrial excess heat and ground water
(see Appendix 11.22). Although providing a better COP than ambient air, the earth crust is judged insufficient in relation to the District Heating Funen demand, as it would reqire too much area. Likewise, it was
judged that the biggest water body in the Odense area, which is Odense Fjord cannot supply an interesting
amount of heat, at least during winter due to cooling of the fjord.
Industrial excess heat results in some great COPs and District Heating Funen has already some minor of
these sources in their grid, but it is not within the scope of this project to identify any potential unused
sources. Groundwater should have medium potential beneath Odense, and might prove interesting. District
Heating Funen is currently looking into having some examination drillings conducted in cooperation with
The University of Southern Denmark. Groundwater will not be examined further within this project. Internal competences at District Heating Funen judges, that ambient air should be able to provide a sufficient
amount of heat for a large implementation of heat pumps. The physical aspects of this matter has not been
examined in more detail. Ambient air is chosen as the heat source, because it is judged the only sufficient
13

Coefficient of Performance.
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source for a large heat pump implementation in the District Heating Funen grid. The COP of an ambient air
heat pump will lie between 3 and 3.5 during the heating season (October until mid-April), for a supplementary implementation and 2.4 and 2.8 for a full-scale implementation (see Appendix 11.25).

4.3 Simulations of the two Heat Pump implementations
In this section, energyPRO will be used to model the economic implications of heat pumps in the District
Heating Funen grid. A simple Excel model will be used to check the energyPRO results and for one part,
results concerning Unit 7 from the MATLAB-model will be used for comparisons. This project aims to model
two heat pump solutions (see Appendix 11.24). One supplementary solution, which produces a 50 °C water
stream and mixes it with the 80 °C stream from Funen Power Station yielding the regular 70 °C for consumers. And another, that produces the 70 °C stream by itself rendering Funen Power Station unnecessary. The
analysis of the supplementary heat pump solution is in the following section.

4.4 The heat pump as a supplementary production unit to Funen Power Station
In this section, heat pumps acting supplementary to the main production of heat at Funen Power Station
will be analyzed. This solution is interesting, since it will provide a better COP than a 100 % heat pump solution (see Appendix 11.25). The technology is described in greater detail in the section Appendix 11.24. As
decided in Chapter 4.2, the heat pump will be using ambient air as heat source. Figure 4 depicts the principal of the heat pump implementation. As discussed in Appendix 11.24, the solution permits up to 1/3 of
heating demand being supplied by the heat pump at any given moment.

Figure 4 - Principal of a heating central with an installed heat pump, which gains heat from the ambient air. The heat pump takes
part of the return stream from consumers, heats it to 50 °C and mixes it with the 80 °C stream from Fuen Power Station as depicted by the red circle. The mixture is 2:1 yielding a stream of 70 °C, just like the current system. The rest of the return stream is
returned to Fuen Power Station for reheating. The heating central should still be able to supply heat to consumers without the
heat pump running. The heating central also has gas or oil boilers for backup supply, which should still be there. Both technologies as well as other technologies present at a heating central are not depicted in the figure.

Simulations have been conducted in energyPRO based on the basis energyPRO model of the District Heating Funen grid (see Appendix 11.17.3) and another model, where supplementary heat pumps are added
(see Appendix 11.18). The energyPRO models were run over the course of 20 years from primo 2015 until
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ultimo 2034. This period was chosen, since it is the estimated technical lifetime of the heat pump as described in Appendix 11.23. All basis time series for fuel prices are as described in Appendix 11.4. Taxes are
assumed constant and described in Appendix 11.6. A real-discounting rate of 4 % was chosen, since the
Danish Energy Authority recommends this14.
Since District Heating Funen has no clear investment strategy over the next 20 years it is assumed, that the
mix of production units will stay the same over the whole period. This might not be true regarding the coal
powered CHP unit on Funen Power Station, since the current Danish parliament has proposed a vision on
banning coal form the electricity and district heating production by 2030. It is assumed in this analysis that
Unit 7 will need a life extending upgrade by 2021 worth 453 M DKK (see Chapter 3.6.1 ), and this expenditure will be taken into account.
In the analysis, it is assumed that future investments in the district heating system will not be influenced by
the investment in the supplementary heat pump solution. However, a profitable heat pump solution can
cover 10-20 % of the total heating demand, producing 60-80 % of its full load capacity throughout the year.
This means that the solution will be able to act as a base load solution during most periods (see Appendix
11.13). This could mean that for example an investment in a 50 MW supplementary heat pump solution
would make it profitable to invest in a central CHP unit with 50 MW lesser power, than without the heat
pump in the system. This will of course have a positive impact on the burden of future investments. It has
not been analyzed whether costs in relation to the lifetime extension of Unit 7 can be saved, if the needed
heat production capacity is for example reduced by 50 MW, but given the magnitude of the total investment, it will not have a significant economic impact in any case. If Blok7 was close to a total replacement,
the economic effect of a smaller plant would be greater and easier to quantify. However, since this is not
the case, it has been chosen not to try to quantify this kind of effect when calculating the economic surplus
of the investment.

4.4.1

Business economic results based on a taxation system with PSO included

In the current version of Law Concerning Electricity Supply §9a it is unclear whether a district heating company should pay PSO-tax on consumption of electricity used for production of district heating with a heat
pump. Personal contact with a consultant form Danish Energy confirmed, that the legislation is unclear and
lawyers from Danish Energy are currently working at clarifying the matter with the Danish Energy Authority
(see Appendix 11.6). To begin with, the energyPRO simulations were run based on a constant PSO at the
current level of 227 DKK/MWh. The simulations stretch from 2015 to 2034 with different heat pump sizes.
Figure 5 shows the net present value (NPV) of investment in different heat pump sizes when compared to
continued operation of the current District Heating Funen reference. The assumed heat pump installation
cost is the central price estimate described in Appendix 11.23.

14

Vejledning i samfundsøkonomiske analyser på energiområdet, Energistyrelsen.
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NPV: Supplementary Heat Pumps, including PSO-tax.
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Figure 5 – NPV (net present value) of investment in supplementary heat pumps at different sizes. Calculations are based on the
timespan 2015-2034 corresponding to the 20 year technical lifetime of a heat pump.

Only the 25 MW heat pump simulation shows a positive NPV of 4 M DKK and a discounted payback time of
17 years (not shown). At an initial investment of 113 M DKK, this is a very business economically uncertain
investment. This is especially true when considering the uncertainties of the simulations and the underlying
prerequisites. The 25 MW heat pump will cover 4 % of the total district heating production in 2015. Because of these preliminary disappointing findings, it is concluded that investment in heat pumps for a district heating company like District Heating Funen is not economically viable given the fact that the company
has to pay PSO-tax on the electricity consumed by the heat pump. Therefore, the further analysis will be
devoted to exploring the potential of heat pumps, given the future interpretation of Law Concerning Electricity Supply §9a will lead to a PSO-tax exemption for electricity used by heat pumps. No further calculations in this project will be conducted with PSO-tax, since they are judged business economically unattractive.

4.4.2

Business economic results based on a taxation system without PSO included

In this section, the business economics of investments in heat pumps will be analyzed under the assumption that the future interpretation of Law Concerning Electricity Supply §9a will lead to a PSO-tax exemption
for electricity used by heat pumps (see Appendix 11.6). All subsequent simulations will also assume a PSOtax exemption. To identify the most favorable installed size of the heat pump, the energyPRO model is run
with different heat pump capacities installed. Acting as a reference, the model is also run without a heat
pump. As discussed in Appendix 11.17.4.1.3 one should be careful when including start costs for Unit 7 in
the economic analysis, since energyPRO includes way more starts than economically favorable. In these
simulations, the heat pumps results in around 7-10 M DKK per year worth of saved start costs when compared to the reference. Compared to the actual start costs of around 10 M DKK at Unit 7 in 2011 (see Appendix 11.17.4.1.3) this saving is totally out of proportion. On this basis, it is judged that subtracting start
costs from the calculations will provide more reliable results than keeping them. Therefore, start costs are
subtracted from all calculations and they will not be part of the economic comparisons.
Figure 6 presents the calculated NPV of investments in different heat pump sizes. It is seen that under the
given assumptions, the analysis concludes that an investment in a 50 MW heat pump would provide the
greatest NPV of 178 M DKK. However, the 75 MW heat pump has almost equal NPV at 167 M DKK, which is
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6 % lower. One could try to simulate sizes around 50 MW to analyze whether a size exists, which would give
an even higher NPV. It is yet judged, that the uncertainties of this model renders such a detailed determination of the optimal heat pump power useless.
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Suplementary heat pumps, basis scenario

Figure 6 – Net present value (NPV) of investing in different heat pump sizes according to the energyPRO calculations. It is seen
that a total of 50 MW will provide the greatest NPV. Based on this analysis this should be the size of choice.

The 50 MW heat pump will cover 12 % of the heat demand in 2015, the 75 MW 16 % and the 100 MW 20 %
(see Appendix 11.13). The net discounted and accumulated cash flows of the 50 MW heat pump are shown
in Figure 7. It is seen that net benefits are drastically decreased from 2025 and beyond. This has been identified as partly being caused by higher electricity prices in these years in the spot market projection used.
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Figure 7 - Financial analysis of the investment in a 50 MW heat pump over its 20 year technical lifetime. The blue columns depict
the net discounted cash flow ultimo each year. The solid green area depicts the accumulated discounted cash flow ultimo every
year. As seen the discounted payback period is around 8 years and the NPV of the investment is 178 M DKK. Initial investment is
225 M DKK. The cash flows are calculated as "heat pump project" - "reference".

4.4.3 Sensitivity regarding investment costs of the heat pump
Since this is an overall analysis of the profitability of heat pumps in the District Heating Funen district heating grid, only a minor work was put into determining the investment price, which makes this quite uncertain. This is especially true, since there is no current experience with this kind of heat pump installations.
Therefore it is important to show, that the conclusions holds true given a higher or lower investment price
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than the central estimate. It is judged that the price of the heat pump installation can vary by ± 30 % from
the central price estimate (see Appendix 11.23). Figure 8 sums up the results with higher and lower investment prices. A 30 % lower investment shifts the most profitable heat pump size from 50 MW to 75 MW. A
30 % higher investment cost shifts the most profitable heat pump size from 50 MW to 25 MW. These calculations show that the supplementary heat pump solution should be profitable within the range of expected
investment costs.
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Figure 8 - Sensitivity analysis of the NPV in relation to the heat pump investment price. The low price estimate is 30 % lower than
the central estimate, and the high price estimate is 30 % higher.

4.4.4

Sensitivity regarding the electricity and CO2 price

This project is based on a central CO2-price projection made by the Danish Energy Authority and Danish
Energy. However, future events can render the development in prices very different from the basis scenario. One could imagine a future where easing of the national renewable energy goals results in a constant
low CO2 and electricity price. The electricity prices are somewhat dependent on the CO2-price and therefore, a sensitivity analysis cannot be conducted on the CO2 price or the electricity price alone. In this section
the same low electricity- and CO2 price time series as in Chapter 3.7.5 will be used to simulate the investment in heat pumps business economic response to such a future. Figure 9 shows the NPV of different heat
pump sizes with low, central and high price estimates. Looking at the central price estimate, the maximum
NPV has fallen considerately from 178 M DKK in the central analysis to 22 M DKK in this analysis. The most
profitable heat pump size shifts from 50 MW to 25 MW. However, the deviation between the two sizes is
only around 10 %, which is small compared to the uncertainties of the simulations. With the central investment price estimate, the 50 MW heat pump still seems a fair investment, but given the uncertainties of
the simulation and their prerequisites, the smaller margin makes the conclusion less clear. Looking at the
low investment estimate, the 50 MW heat pump seems to be a robust investment under these assumptions. Given the high investment estimate, all heat pump incurs an economic loss.
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Figure 9 - Sensitivity analysis, with low CO2 and electricity prices. NPV of investment in different heat pump sizes. All economic
surpluses is seen to fall considerately.

It is quite striking that even though the heat pump should react positively to the cheaper electricity prices
in these simulations, it ends up with a considerately lower NPV. This must be because the low CO2 prices
benefit the coal powered CHP in an even more positive way. This consideration is backed by another set of
simulations with the same electricity prices and a doubling of the CO2 price from a fixed price of 50 DKK/ton
to 100 DKK/ton. Figure 10 presents the economic results of these simulations. Compared to the simulations
with the basic assumptions15, the most profitable heat pump size are seen to shift one or two size-steps
depending on investment price assumption.
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Figure 10 – The same analysis, but with a CO2 quota price of 100 DKK/ton instead of 50 DKK/ton. The most profitable size with
the central investment price estimate shifts from 25 to 75 MW.

15

Electricity prices from Danish Energy and CO2 price from the Danish Energy Authority.
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In conclusion, the economy of a heat pump investment in District Heating Funens grid seems very reliant
upon the future CO2 price, which today is around 50 DKK/ton, but is expected to rise fourfold within the
next 10 years to 200 DKK/ton. Electricity price also have a significant effect, where simulations with low
electricity prices and medium CO2 prices point at maximum profitability at higher heat pump sizes than the
basic assumptions. In conclusion, an investment in a 50 MW heat pump seems robust even though a scenario of low electricity- and CO2 prices will reduce the economic surplus significantly.
4.4.5 Socio-economic results
An important factor when conducting large investments in the energy sector is the socio-economic impact.
Because of the taxation system and changes in emissions, a socio-economic analysis might differ substantially from the business-economic analysis. Therefore, a socio-economic analysis of the 50 MW heat pump
investment has been conducted16. The analysis includes all operation costs, electricity generation revenues,
CO2-quota costs, tax distortion losses and the harmfulness of NOx, SO2 and PM (particulate matter)17. Figure 11 presents the result of the analysis. The socio-economic NPV of the investment ends at a loss of 168
M DKK. Compared to the business economic surplus of 178 M DKK as depicted by Figure 7, we see a distorted taxation system, which favors heat pumps even though coal based production is cheaper for society.
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Figure 11 – Results of the socio-economic analysis of installing a 50 MW heat pump in the District Heating Funen grid. Year on
year net discounted cash flow (blue columns) and accumulated discounted cash flow (solid green area). The calculations are
based on the conducted energyPRO simulations.

16

Following the guidelines from The Danish Energy Authorities Guide to socioeconomic analyzes on the energy sector,
july 2007, Energistyrelsen.
17
Forudsætninger for samfunds-økonomiske analyser, April 2011, Energistyrelsen.
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Since the EU ETS (European Union Emissions Trading System) encompass all of District Heating Funens and
Funen Power Stations operations, displacement of coal by heat pumps will not save any CO2 emissions.
However, there is currently a large surplus of quotas within the system, meaning that emissions might be
postponed by maybe 10 years (see Appendix 11.5). If the number of CO2-quotas were considerately sparser
and hence the CO2-quota price higher, a point would be reached, where the implementation of supplementary heat pumps would yield a socio-economic surplus. In this case, one will have to remember, that higher
CO2-quota prices will entail higher electricity prices, which will affect heat pumps negatively. This dynamic
will be decreasing with CO2 price, since higher CO2 prices will yield a higher percentage of renewables,
which do not experience higher production costs with increasing CO2 prices. It would be very interesting to
analyze this dynamic and ultimately assess at what CO2 reduction within the EU ETS a heat pump solution
like this would yield a socio-economic surplus. However, the complexity of the system renders such an
analysis beyond the scope of this project.
Note that this analysis only considers the implementation of heat pumps in an existing district heating system like District Heating Funens. One cannot generalize the conclusions to a system, where the implementation of heat pumps lessen the need of investments in other district heating generation units as discussed
in the opening of this section. In such a case, the net investment costs would be smaller and hence one
might end up with a system yielding a socio-economic surplus.
4.4.6 Incentive structures: need for a new accounting scheme
Under the current accounting scheme, District Heating Funen pays a fixed price (set by the average production cost) to the owners of Unit 7 for delivered district heating water. This opposes to the way the energyPRO model is calculating strategies on Unit 7, where there is a dynamic relationship between cost of district heating from the unit and electricity price. The implications of the existing accounting scheme is analyzed in Appendix 11.12. It is found that the heat pump will run, when in fact Unit 7 would be cheaper because of high electricity prices, thus incurring an economic loss on the overall system and the owners of
Unit 7, while District Heating Funen will gain an economic surplus. Instead of suggesting a Supplementary
Heat Pump size of 50 MW, the current accounting scheme might suggest that a 150 MW heat pump size
would be profitable from the perspective of District Heating Funen. The owners of Unit 7 as well as the
system as a whole would lose money from this solution. Eventually, the owners of Unit 7 might call for a
revision of the accounting scheme to regain their lost revenue, meaning that this kind of sub optimization
probably won’t benefit District Heating Funen in the long run. This calls for the need of a rethinking of the
accounting scheme when implementing heat pumps in a district heating grid like District Heating Funens.
The analysis on accounting schemes was conducted with a Spreadsheet model. Contrary to the energyPRO
model, it is manageable to understand precisely how this model works. Because of this its confirming to see
that the spreadsheet model calculates a NPV of the 50 MW heat pump of 201 M DKK, which is not far from
the 178 M DKK calculated by energyPRO.

4.4.7

Scalability of the supplementary heat pump solution

District Heating Funen might be interested in starting off by establishing a smaller amount of heat pumps to
test the technology, before deciding whether they want to invest in a full solution of the size suggested in
the previous section. Therefore a solution similar to the one modeled in the last section will be analyzed,
but this time the heat pump will be installed solely on one of the high pressure lines. High pressure line 1
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(H01), which delivers heat to the center of Odense and accounts for 12 % of the total demand, was chosen
for the simulations. The construction of the energyPRO model is described in Appendix 11.18.2. It has not
been studied whether the heating centrals on H01 have especially good physical prerequisites for this implementation, meaning that an actual choice of implementation could be one of the other lines. Since this
is just an overall study, the conclusions from this analysis is generalizable to other heating areas with comparable demands. The high pressure lines H03, H04, H07 and H08 range from 9 to 12 % of the total demand, which makes the conclusions from this section applicable to these areas as well.
4.4.7.1 Business economic results
The operation of the system was simulated over the period 2015-2034 using the same methods as with the
full scale system. Start costs on Unit 7 are not part of the calculations as discussed in the full scale solution
analysis. The NPV of investment in different heat pump sizes are shown in Figure 12. It is seen that a heat
pump of 10 MW gives the greatest NPV at low and central investment prices, while it is 25 % below the 5
MW installation when the high investment price is used. Therefore, based on these simulations 10 MW
seems like a size quite robust to fluctuations in investment price. The central investment price estimate of
the 10 MW heat pump is 45 M DKK.
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Figure 12 – NPV of investing in different heat pump sizes according to the energyPRO calculations. It is seen that 10 MW will
provide the greatest NPV. Based on this analysis this should be the heat pump size of choice.

With H01 accounting for 12 % of the total demand, the 10 MW would translate into 83 MW in the whole
grid if the numbers were 100 % scalable. From Chapter 4.4.3 we know that the business economic optimal
size for the whole system is around 50 MW and definitely smaller than 75 MW under central price estimates. Hence it is seen, that it is economically viable to implement a larger proportion of heat pumps in
one district heating area alone than in the whole system. Put another way, there seems to be a dynamic,
where the heat pumps in one district heating area to some extent are limiting the operation opportunities
of heat pumps in the other areas. This could prove interesting for District Heating Funen, who might be
interested in implementing a greater proportion of the 50 MW heat pumps in some areas than others. This
desire could result from physical constraints at some heating centrals.
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4.4.7.2 Socio-economic results
A socio-economic analysis of this system will not be conducted. It is judged that the system will follow the
same trend as the full-scale supplementary heat pump solution, and come to a similar conclusion stating
that even though the investment yields a business-economic surplus it will yield a socio-economic loss.

4.4.8

Conclusions on the Supplementary Heat Pump solution

Currently it is an unresolved legal question, whether or not a heat pump in a district heating grid should pay
PSO-tax. A simulation including PSO-tax indicated, that heat pumps would not yield a business economic
surplus if implemented in the District Heating Funen system. Therefore the rest of the simulations have
focused on framework conditions excluding PSO-tax. Investment in a 50 MW supplementary heat pump
seems robust to both uncertainties in the investment price as well as a scenario with low CO2 prices. Calculations of socio-economics for the 50 MW heat pump under the basic scenario yields a socio-economic loss
of 168 M DKK NPV, which is a lot compared to the 178 M DKK business economic surplus. Hence the taxation-framework conditions seems to imply a skewness, favoring heat pumps over coal. The 50 MW heat
pump will cover 12 % of demand in 2015, the 75 MW 16 % and the 100 MW 20 %.

4.5 The heat pump as a replacement of Unit 7
In this section, a replacement of the coal fired Unit 7 with decentralized heat pumps will be analyzed. Contrary to the supplementary solution described in last chapter, this solution should be able to deliver the
whole district heating demand. Therefore, the supply temperature from the heat pump must be equal to
the supply temperature for the consumers, which is 70 °C. The technology is described in detail in the Appendix 11.24. Figure 13 depicts the principal of this heat pump implementation.

Figure 13 - Principal of heating central with an installed heat pump, which gains heat from the ambient air. Contrary to the solution depicted on Fejl! Henvisningskilde ikke fundet., this solution will be able to serve the entire heating demand. Because of the
higher outlet temperature from the heat pump, COP will be lower in this installation (see section). The station will still have gas
or oil boilers for backup and it will still be able to distribute hot water from Fuen Power Station, which is not depicted. Other
important technologies are also not depicted.

Removing Unit 7 from Funen Power Station will also remove the possibilities of the power station to produce electricity by operating in condensation mode. Since energyPRO cannot simulate condensation type of
operation of any plant, removing Unit 7 from Funen Power Station will introduce some lost earnings from
operation in condensation mode, which an energyPRO model will not take into account. This error was
considered of less importance in the analysis of Supplementary Heat Pumps, because it was judged to even
out between the heat pump project and the reference, as Unit 7 would be able to run in condensate mode
in both situations.
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Because of the above considerations, the energyPRO simulation of heat pumps will be compared to another EnergyPro simulation adjusted with the MATLAB simulations of Unit 7; which include operation in condensation mode. The MATLAB simulation is based on a heating demand data set, from which production
from Straw, Waste and Dalum is subtracted and it does not include a heat storage. The heat pump simulations in energyPRO were therefore based on the same heating demand data set, in a model where the
Straw, Waste, Dalum and the heat storage units were removed.18 The energyPRO model is further described in Appendix 11.19.
The gas and oil boilers will act as a supplement to the heat pump in this model. This means that it is possible to simulate heat pump sizes, which are not able to cover the total demand at all times, since the gas
and oil boilers will assist when the heat pump is not sufficient. Only very rarely, the marginal cost of heat
production from the heat pump exceeds that of the gas boilers as a result of high electricity prices, meaning
that gas will almost never run in practice because of high electricity prices.19 In reality the underdimensioned heat pump system will not need as much boiler operation as this model predicts because of
the possibility for dynamic operation in relation to Straw, Waste and the heat storage at Funen Power Station.18
The MATLAB and energyPRO simulations are compared based on their total costs of delivering heat to consumers. The MATLAB model was run for the years 2017, 2020, 2025, 2030 and 2035 (the years of the Danish Energy electricity price time series).20 21 In the MATLAB reference, a necessary life extending investment
of 453 M DKK in Unit 7 in 2021 is taken into account. The energyPRO model was run each year from 2015 to
2034 like in the analysis of the supplementary heat pump solution.
The energyPRO model was run with 3 heat pump sizes, 400, 500 and 600 MW in order to analyze which
would come up with the best economic surplus when compared to the reference. Figure 14 shows the NPV
of the 3 heat pump sizes. The 400 and 500 MW solutions are almost even with the central price assumptions, with a slightly better result to 500 MW. The system with a 400 MW heat pump delivers 7 % of the
heat demand with gas boilers, while it is only the 1 % with the 500 MW heat pump and 0 % with the 600
MW heat pump. One will have to remember, that the heat pump in reality will be able to act dynamically
with the heat storage at Funen Power Station rendering the need for expensive boiler operation smaller in

18

Because of the decentralized structure of this heat pump solution, the heat pump will not be able to feed directly
into a heat storage. The outlet temperature of 70 °C is also insufficient for storing in the current heat storage system
on Funen Power Plant. However, in practice the Straw and Waste CHP units will still be able to utilize the heat storage
at Funen Power Station, thus rendering it possible to cease production on the decentralized heat pumps and supply
from the heat storage, when electricity prices are high.
19
At -9 °C ambient temperature, the price marginal break-even price between gas and the heat pump is 2.290
DKK/MWh electricity, at 2 °C it’s 2.496 DKK/MWh and at 10 °C its 2.694 DKK/MWh. The calculations are based on the
energyPRO priorities.
20
In the section on the MATLAB script, the time frame 2018-2035 were used. The analysis were extended to 20152035 for the purpose of this comparison.
21
The operation costs of the 2017 simulation was used for 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018 and 2019, operation costs of the
2020 simulation for 2020, 2021, 2020, 2023 and 2024, operation costs of the 2025 simulation for 2025, 2026, 2027,
2028 and 2029, operation costs of the 2030 simulation for 2030, 2031, 2032, 2033 and 2034 and operation costs of
the 2035 simulation in 2035. This is in line with the way the electricity time series were repeated in the energyPRO
2015-2035 time series.
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the real system. This could shift the numbers in favor of the 400 MW solution. The magnitude of this effect
has not been analyzed.
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Figure 14 – Replacement of Unit 7 with decentralized heat pumps. NPV of investment in different heat pump sizes.

Figure 15 depicts the discounted cash flows of an investment in decentralized heat pumps as a. replacement for Unit 7. There is a slight operation surplus from producing heat with heat pumps instead of Unit 7
until 2020, where the higher electricity prices increases both the operation income of Unit 7 and the operation expenditures of the heat pumps. This mix of circumstances leads to operation losses each year from
2020 and onwards. However, the costs of producing heat on Unit 7 increases significantly from 2030 towards 2035, going from being around 260 M DKK cheaper than heat pumps in 2030 to being around 100 M
DKK more expensive in 2035. 2035 is not included in Figure 15 because the heat pumps technical lifetime is
2015-2034, but it is still an interesting result.
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Figure 15 – Discounted cash flows and accumulated discounted cash flows of an investment in replacement of Unit 7 with decentralized heat pumps (HP). Central investment assumptions holds for the heat pumps. The first years, there is a slight operation
surplus from the switch, but as electricity prices rise, Unit 7 gets a better operation surplus, while the heat pump becomes more
expensive. In 2021 lies a necessary life extension investment for Unit 7 of 453 M DKK. The cash flows are calculated as "heat
pump project" - "reference".
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With deficits of around 2.6 billion DKK under the basic assumptions, this investment is definitely not good
for District Heating Funen. Economy of scale might ease the investment costs to some extent, but even at
zero investment cost, the loss is still an NPV of 1 billion DKK. In conclusion, replacement of a still functional
coal powered CHP with heat pumps is no good idea business economically speaking. Looking at socioeconomics this analysis yields an even higher loss of 6.5 billion DKK NPV.
On the other hand, if Unit 7 was close to end of life, the investment in the heat pumps should be compared
to a brand new investment in another CHP plant. A new Advanced Pulverized Coal Power Plant of 360 MWelectric capacity (similar to Unit 7) will cost around 6 billion DKK [Technology Data for Energy Plants]22.
Compared to this price, a 500 MW heat pump solution has a clear advantage with a central price estimate
of 2.25 billion DKK.
Figure 16 shows the discounted cash flows of the 500 MW heat pump solution compared to the investment
in a new coal powered power plant.23 The cash flows are the same as in Figure 15, except for 2014 where
the investment in a new coal powered power plant has been added, and in 2021, where the life extending
investment has been removed. The business economics of this comparison ends at a surplus of 3.3 billion
DKK. The socio-economic result is a deficit of 900 M DKK
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Figure 16 - Discounted cash flows and accumulated discounted cash flows of an investment in a new advanced pulverized coal
power plant versus an investment in decentralized heat pumps (HP). The cash flows are calculated as "heat pump project" "reference".

22

Technology Data for Energy Plants, Jan 2014, The Danish Energy Authority, p 35.
A new coal powered CHP will experience better efficiencies, with a new plant operating at 44-48 % electricity efficiency in full condensate mode [Technology Data for Energy Plants], while Unit 7 only runs at 40 %. This renders introduces an error to this comparison.

23
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The coal powered plant should last around 40 years [Technology Data for Energy Plants], while the heat
pump should only last for the duration of this analysis, which is 20 years. For a very fair comparison between the two technologies, one should include the reinvestment in heat pumps in 2035 and calculate the
NPV based on cash flows all the way to 2054.
This is a very far-reaching calculation, and one cannot even be sure whether there is room for a large Advanced Pulverized Coal Power Plant in the Danish power system 3-4 decades from now, given the probable
very high penetration of fluctuating renewables. However, the calculation was extended until 2054 by taking the operation expenditures of both technologies in 2035 and repeating them all the way until 2054.
Since 2035 has a 100 M DKK business economic surplus in favor of the heat pump, the calculations ends up
with around a 4.0 billion surplus over the 40 year period investing in heat pumps rather than a coal powered CHP plant. Because of the far-reaching time horizon and hence uncertainties, socio-economics has not
been calculated.

4.5.1

Conclusion on replacing Unit 7 with heat pumps

The analysis show, that it is far from economically feasible to replace an operational coal powered CHP with
heat pumps in a district heating grid like District Heating Funens. This is both true when looking at businessand socio-economics. On the other hand, if one needs to perform an investment in a new district heating
production unit, the analysis show that it might be far cheaper business-economically to invest in heat
pumps than a coal powered CHP, although socio-economics still seems to be in favor of the coal powered
CHP. However the estimated 40 year lifespan of a new coal powered CHP makes these calculations very
uncertain. According to The Project Accouncement §15, it is illegal to build a new coal fired power plant in
Denmark, which makes the later comparison not accomplishable under the current legal conditions.

4.6 Discussion regarding the Heat Pump Simulations
The work with energyPRO has shown that the software does not always optimize correctly (see Appendix
11.17.4.1.3). However, the spreadsheet model developed in Appendix 11.12.1 works as a weak confirmation, that the energyPRO calculations are trustworthy. The software is not able to model a steam-extraction
plant, which means, that Unit 7 was only modeled according to the backpressure line. It is judged, that this
error is minor as long as Unit 7 is present in both the reference and the project system, since it should be
able to conduct about the same amount of operation in condensation mode in both systems. However the
exact error has not been studied, and might turn out to have an significant effect.
In accordance to The Project Announcement §13 it is only possible for the municipal council to approve
combined heat and power production units in an area supplied by a central power plant. Therefore, the
heat pump projects examined in this report can only be accomplished, if a dispensation is approved by the
Danish Energy Authority.
Given the changes to the Danish electricity market, one could also ask, whether the Danish politicians
should approve of heat pumps in central power plant supplied district heating areas. The need for traditional central power plants are getting less important as the penetration of fluctuating renewables increases, leading to an increased demand for flexible power generation and consumption.
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The biggest uncertainty regarding these simulations might be the prerequisites regarding, fuel prices, CO2quota prices, taxes and investment prices. Especially fuel prices can follow developments diverging substantially from the central estimate, but also the CO2-quotas price has shown to follow a trait diverging
from central projections during the last years. Important sensitivity analyses have been conducted regarding investment price, CO2- and electricity price, even though the sensitivity analyses sample space has been
far from discharged.
The heat pumps will have some great possibilities of operating in the market for power regulation, which
will give them a greater operational surplus than calculated in the analysis. While heat pumps can go from
cold to full load in less than 5 minutes, an Advanced Steam Process CHP can regulate 5 % of its rated capacity within 30 seconds and thereafter 4 % per minute. From cold, these plants will take hours to respond. This
should sum up to a power regulation advantage for heat pumps over CHP plants. However, how much of an
economically impact this will have has not been analyzed.
Implementing heat pumps into a district heating system at the size of District Heating Funen has never
been done before. Even small-scale implementations of ambient air heat pumps into district heating is a
technology, which has not yet been demonstrated. Therefore, much uncertainty lies upon the Heat Pump
simulations. Although the calculated COP within this project seems conservative compared to another
source [Technology Data for Energy Plants], it is not clear how badly icing of the evaporator will affect the
COP. Given the small amount of experience, the source on COP could prove over-optimistically. It has not
been clearly verified how much space is available for the heat pumps at the heating centrals, although
judgments from District Heating Funen professionals indicate that it should be possible to find the space
needed. This physical aspect must be analyzed in detail. Overall, these analyses clearly show that ambient
air heat pumps could show good potential for district heating. Therefore, more effort should be put into
demonstrating ambient air heat pumps for district heating making it possible to conduct more certain calculations in the future.
Finally, the fact that the temperature profile of 2013, differs from the temperature profile used for modelling the COP of the heat pump might introduce an error. To assess the magnitude of this problem, the energyPRO model was run on a system, where the heating demand was dependent on the same temperature
data set as the heat pump COP. This showed, that the business-economic result might be overestimated by
2-5 % because of this error.

5

Supplementary Heat Pumps in a system with Woodchips as the fuel CHP

This report has been looking at a biomass conversion of Blok 7 and an implementation of supplementary
heat pumps in the District Heating Funen grid as two isolated projects. In this section the interplay between
the two proposed models will be examined briefly. Figure 17 shows the relationship between marginal
costs of heat production on the units as a function of the electricity price. It is clearly seen, that the heat
pump will have noticeable lesser operation hours in a system with a Woodchip CHP than a system with Coal
CHP. The breakeven price between heat pumps and Coal are around 370 DKK/MWh, while it is only around
90 DKK/MWh for Woodchips.
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Figure 17 - Marginal cost curve for the Supplementary Heat Pump at 3 °C ambient temperature (mean of march) together with
Coal CHP and Woodchip CHP. All cost curves are calculated by energyPRO.

The spreadsheet model developed in the Appendix 11.12.1 has been used to make a simple assessment of
how badly the Woodchip CHP will affect the economy of the heat pump. It turns out, that while the heat
pump earned a NPV of 201 M DKK with Coal as CHP, it loses a NPV of 231 M DKK with Woodchips as CHP.
With Coal CHP the 50 MW heat pump ran at 73 % of full load throughout the year delivering 11.5 % of total
demand, while with Woodchips CHP, the heat pump ran 4 % of full load throughout the year delivering 0.6
% of total demand. In conclusion, the cheaper marginal production costs on the Woodchips CHP renders
investments in heat pumps very unattractive. The current political course, which favors biomass CHP over
coal, hence seems to exclude the possibility of implementing heat pumps in the district heating grids, because marginal production costs on the CHP are driven down to a level, where heat pumps cannot compete.

6

Woodchips or Heat Pumps to replace Coal on Funen Power Station

Over the course of 2015-2035 a replacement of the coal fired Blok 7 with heat pumps experiences a 3.5
billion business-economic deficit (see Chapter 4.5).24 In comparison the Woodchip fired backpressure plant,
which has been proposed in Chapter 3.7.3.3 experiences a 1.6 billion DKK business economic surplus when
comparing to Blok 7 under the central assumptions.25 Hence, under the current framework conditions,
there is no doubt that District Heating Funen should invest in a Woodchip fired CHP plant instead of decentralized heat pumps. However, when comparing socio-economics, replacing Blok 7 with Heat Pumps implies
a deficit of 7.5 billion DKK, whereas Woodchips implies a deficit of 8 billion DKK. The magnitudes of differences between business- and socio-economics indicates quite strongly, that the current taxation system
favors Woodchip CHP significantly over electricity driven heat pumps. One can ask whether this skewness is
a good idea.

24

The heat pump should only last for 20 years, hence 2015-2034. For the purpose of comparing with the Woodchip
simulations, we assume, that it will last for 21 years.
25
In the section, the time frame 2018-2035 were used. The analysis were extended to 2015-2035 for the purpose of
this comparison.
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On top of this, it is clearly seen, that society probably should keep the coal fired Blok 7 until its end of life
around 2035. Instead, the current taxation system favors an execution of Blok 7 in favor of a new Woodchip
CHP. These socio-economic comparisons indicate that Heat Pumps should be favored over Woodchips,
when deciding a new unit for a central district heating system. However converting a district heating system at the size of District Heating Funen to heat pumps has never been done before. Even small scale implementations of ambient air heat pumps into district heating is an technology, which has not been demonstrated yet. Therefore, much more uncertainties lies upon the Heat Pump simulations, and therefore one
cannot make a clear statement that these are a better socio-economic solution. Given the greater experience with Woodchip CHP, Fjernvarme Funen should probably chose this solution over heat pumps, even if
business-economics of the two alternatives were even. However, these analysis clearly shows, that more
effort should be put into demonstrating ambient air heat pumps for district heating making it possible to
conduct more certain calculations in the future.

7

Considerations about biomass resources

Under the present taxation and subsidies system combined heat and power production based on burning
biomass is in general feasible in relation to production based on fossil fuels, which were also the conclusion
of the analyses concerning the future of Funen Power Station Unit 7 in Chapter 3.7.4. The framework conditions are set in this way as it is a political vision to phase out coal from the heat and power production before 2030.
In the long run, expectations of increasing CO2-prices and only moderately increasing prices of wood pellets
(0.75 % per year) and wood chips (1.5 % per year) also which favor the biomass based production. This expectation of moderate increases of biomass prices indicates that no shortage of supply in relation to demand is expected to occur in the near future.
However, as it is a fact that renewable biomass is a limited resource, which cannot deliver all the energy
needed in the energy system, it is worth considering whether the system should be developed in a way
where the majority of biomass is burned for power and heat production – which is likely to be the case
under the present framework conditions.
As different types of biomass can be transformed into fuels with relatively high energy densities it might be
a better solution for society to use the majority of biomass resources to produce fuels for the transportation sector and similar applications where high energy densities are needed. A lot more about this subject
can be found in the report Analysis of bioenergy in Denmark published by The Danish Energy Agency.
Regarding biomass it is the taxation and subsidies system – and thus political decisions – which determine
how it will be used. It would be very difficult for a company like District Heating Funen not to choose an
investment in production based on burning biomass as long as the conditions are in such a way that other
solutions would result in relatively higher costs for the consumers in Odense.
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The analyses in Chapter 4.5.1 show that an investment in a high amount of electric heat pump capacity
could actually be a socio-economic feasible solution in relation to biomass based production26, but under
the present conditions it is an expensive corporate-economic solution. This suggests that if the framework
conditions were changed, the best socio-economic solution with heat pumps could be implemented in the
economical most feasible scale and at the same time leaving the biomass resources for other uses.

8

Discussion of method and results

The analyses conducted in this project are based on an energyPRO model of the main heat-producing units
in the district heating system. energyPRO conducts some simplifications of the optimization problem, which
were proven to lead to a not optimal operation under several circumstances. However, all in all, the software seemed to operate fairly well and a simplified spreadsheet model gave a weak verification of the optimizations. energyPRO turned out to be insufficient regarding modelling of the main heat production plant
Unit 7, since it is only able to model backpressure plants and not plants with the possibility of steam extraction like Unit 7.
Therefore, only the backpressure characteristics of Unit 7 were modeled in energyPRO, meaning that the
model is not able to simulate operation in condensation mode. In reality, the plant has the opportunity of
producing more electricity, when prices are good. This means that energyPRO will underestimate the operational surplus. When modelling implementations of supplementary heat pumps, this error is judged of
small importance because the plant in reality will be able to produce in condensation mode both in the
proposed project with heat pumps and in the reference without heat pumps. Conversely, when proposing a
replacement of Unit 7 with different biomass fired CHP plants or a full-scale heat pump solution, Unit 7 will
be removed from the system leading to an underestimation of the economic benefits of Unit 7 in the reference.
Because of the above problem, a MATLAB model has been developed to assess the underestimation of the
economic surplus from condensation mode operation. This model is able to calculate the marginal electricity- and heat costs over the whole power-heat diagram, and produce in the most optimal operation point
every hour. However, this model does not include a heat storage, like the real system does. Further it is
only able to simulate the operation of Unit 7, and not the interplay with the other units. Because of this,
the Matlab model was only used to assess the underestimation of electricity production in condensation
mode, which was then used to correct the economic results of the energyPRO simulations.
Looking at prerequisites, the analyses in this project rely heavily on projections of future values of fuel-,
electricity spot market- and CO2-quota prices, as well as investment prices, O&M and taxes. Some trustworthy sources such as The Danish Energy Agency and the non-governmental organization Dansih Energy have
been used for these projections. Fuel prices can follow developments diverging substantially from the central estimate, and the CO2-quotas price has shown to follow a trait diverging from central projections during
the last years. Taxes have been assumed constant throughout the analyses, although it is well known, that
legislators might change these significantly over a 20-year period. Sensitivity analyses have been conducted
26

It should be noted that as uncertainties are present in the analysis of heat pumps in the district heating system (se
Chapter 4.6), such as the fact that the technology is still fairly untested in large scale, means that the conclusion
should be adopted with caution.
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regarding the electricity price and CO2-price, evaluating the investments in a future of relatively low electricity and CO2 prices. The sensitivity of the business-economy to investment prices and O&M has also been
evaluated. However, the sample space of uncertainties on prerequisites has been far from discharged.
The proposed biomass plants rely on technologies, which have been proven on various other plants, making these investments quite reliable. On the other hand, large scale heat pumps using ambient air as heat
source have not yet been proven in a district heating context. Hence, the operation of this solution might
need some smaller scale demonstrations before large implementations. To assess the uncertainties of the
heat pumps performance, a thermodynamic model of the heat pumps were developed by the projects
company supervisor.

9

Conclusion

Concerning the analysis of the future production at Unit 7 the results presented and discussed in Chapter
3.7 suggest that the scenarios with woodchips based production will result in the best business-economics
over the simulated period. Depending on the level of operation and maintenance costs which is a very uncertain factor, these units could actually be slightly cheaper than the reference with a reinvestment in coal.
Uncertainties regarding operation and maintenance costs and the analysis under the alternative framework
conditions suggest, that the new wood chips fired backpressure unit with by-pass is the most robust of the
scenarios, but it still has a risk of being more expensive than the wood chips fired Unit 7. This leads to the
conclusion that it is not possible to say exactly which of the wood chips options would be the best.
With respect to the socio-economics all the analyzed scenarios result in significant additional costs in relation to the coal reference. The scenario with the lowest additional cost is the rebuilding to woodchips but it
is closely followed by the new woodchips fired backpressure unit with by-pass.
Concerning the implementation of heat pumps, two different scenarios were analyzed. One with supplementary heat pumps in the existing system was evaluated as this can obtain a relatively high COP. The other scenario concerns a complete replacement of Unit 7 by heat pumps. The size of the proposed heat pump
solutions were varied, with the purpose of determining the optimal size. A heat pump solution of 50 MW
acting as a supplementary production unit to the current units in the system showed good businesseconomic results, and proved robust under the conducted sensitivity analyses. However, if a woodchips
fired CHP-plant were to replace the coal unit, lower marginal heating costs would render a supplementary
heat pump useless.
Given different owners of Unit 7 and the supplementary heat pump solution, it is shown that today’s accounting scheme, introduces skew incentives structures which will lead to the heat pumps running more
than optimal for the system as a whole. Replacing Unit 7 with a heat pump solution implies a large business
economic deficit. However, if Unit 7 were close to end of life, heat pumps might be cheaper than building a
new coal fired combined heat and power plant. Looking at socio-economics, both the supplementary and
the full-scale heat pump solution will bring about losses compared to continued operation of Unit 7.
Comparing the socio-economic deficits of the woodchips fired CHP unit and the full-scale heat pump solution, the latter has a smaller deficit. Given business-economics are much better with the woodchips CHP
solution, it is clear that the current framework conditions favor biomass based CHP production for district
heating significantly over heat pumps.
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Corrections to the heat pump chapters
After the bachelor report was handed in, two significant errors have been discovered. One regarding the
supplementary heat pump chapter and one regarding the calculations of costs on the Unit 7 coal fired reference. The Unit 7 reference corrections has impact on the comparison with full scale heat pumps. Both
corrections has not been changed in the heat pump chapters of the report. However, this section examines
the impact of the errors on the heat pump chapters.

Corrections to the supplementary heat pump calculations
In the project it was argued that the heat pump were able to deliver up to 33 % of the district heating at
every given moment. This was based on the fact that if 1/3 of the district heating water were delivered at
50 °C from the heat pump and 2/3 from Funen Power Station at 80 °C the resulting stream would be at 70
°C which is the temperature needed for distribution to consumers. This does of course result in 33 % of the
water coming from the heat pump and 67 % coming from Funen Power Station, but the same numbers do
not apply to the delivered energy. Hence, the failure of the report was that we did not distinguish between
mass flows and energy flows.
Let us look at 1 kg stream of 70 °C district heating water being supplied to the consumers with 1/3 of the
mass flow coming from the heat pumps and 2/3 coming from Funen Power Station (same mass flows as in
the repport). The heat pump will deliver
and Funen Power Station will deliver
worth of district heating energy. The energy flow should be calculated with respect to
the return water temperature, which in these calculations is assumed to be 40 °C.
=

1
3

(50 °C − 40 °C) 4.185
=

2
3

⋅ °C

= 3,33

(80 °C − 40 °C) 4.185

⋅ °C

= 26,67

In relative terms, this corresponds to the heat pump delivering 1/9 of the total district heating energy and
not 1/3 as assumed in the report. Because of this, the most favorable heat pump size will be smaller than
determined in the report.
The following figure shows the NPV of investment in different supplementary heat pump sizes using this
revised calculation method. The figure represents simulations under the central assumptions and can be
compared to Figure 8 of the report. Low, central and high represents the three investment estimates.
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It is seen that the optimal heat pump size under low and central investment cost is 25 MW, and under high
it's 10 MW. With the central investment estimate, the most profitable size has shifted from 50 to 25 MW
under these corrections.

Corrections to the Heat Pump as replacement of Unit 7
Corrections to the Unit 7 calculations show, that the business economic NPV of the coal-powered reference
is 970 M DKK cheaper than stated in the report. This means that a conversion to heat pumps will be 970 M
DKK more expensive than computed. Hence the central business economic cost of a conversion from coal
to a 500 MW full scale heat pump solution will go from the 2.573 M DKK as stated on Figure 14 in the report to around 3.500 M DKK. The same shift holds true for socio-economics, which will shift from a deficit
of around 6.5 billion DKK to around 7.5 billion DKK.
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11 Appendices:
11.1 The system and the model set up in EnergyPro
The energy production in the district heating system of Odense consists of Funen Power Station, a wood
chips fired backpressure unit called Dalum CPH, a couple of waste heat deliverances and a large number of
oil and gas fired backup units (boilers). At Funen Power Station there is the coal fired Unit 7 (back pressure
and condensing), a straw fired Unit 8 (backpressure and bypass) and two waste fired units (backpressure).
As the backup units deliver only a few percent of the annual heat production and are not built for primary
production but for emergency situations these are not included in the model for the purpose of keeping it
as simple and transparent as possible.
Unit 7 is modelled as a simple backpressure unit since the actual power-heat-diagram that exists because of
the possibility of steam extraction for heat production instead of low pressure condensation for electricity
production cannot be modelled in a satisfying way in EnergyPro. This introduced an error in the simulation
as the unit cannot operate in high condensing mode. The influence of this error on the simulation is evaluated in Appendix 11.9.
Dalum CHP, Unit 8 and the waste fired units are modelled as simple boilers as their actual power-heatdiagrams are not known and the special diagram of Unit 8 due to the bypass function cannot be modelled
in EnergyPro. Further they are modelled not with their actual heat production capacities as this would
make them produce a lot more due to their low heat production cost then they actually do. This difference
between the simulation and the actual operation is due to the facts that these units based on straw, wood
chips and waste have a quite unstable production and that the waste units are dependent on the amount
of waste available. Instead they are modelled with heat production capacities that results in the amounts of
heat that they actually produce1. As the modelling of these units as boilers means that they lose their dynamics in net heat production cost as a function of the electricity spot market price. As the spot market
projection from Dansk Energi that is used as the central projection makes electricity production more feasible in the future the three boilers will lose priority compared to Unit 7. To counter this distortion the boilers
have been set with fixed priorities higher then Unit 7, as it is thought that they in reality will continue to
have lower production costs. The waste fired units are set with the highest priority, as they run more or less
continuously.
This however introduced another problem in the simulation as the priorities between Dalum CHP (wood
chips) and Unit 8 (straw) will switch in the future as the price of wood chips is expected to rise relative to
straw (resulting in a switch from Dalum CHP having the highest priority to Unit 8). This dynamic behaviour
is not possible to model when it has to be combined with the fixed high priorities and fixed heat production
capacities of the units. Thus Dalum CHP will continue to have the highest priority through the simulation
period, but as this is true for all the simulations and the purpose is to compare simulation results this flaw is
not thought to have any influence on the results.

1

Based on the operation of 2012 and 1013
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In order to simplify the system and make the model run faster the heat demand has been summarized into
a single hourly demand that is directly supplied by all the production units though the system in reality is
split into main lines supplying different sectors and Dalum CHP is placed in one of these sectors. As the
purpose of the analysis is to evaluate a change at Funen Power Station (and not out in one of the sectors
where capacity limitations could exist) this simplification will not introduce an error to the simulation.

11.1.1 Modelling of the waste fired units
It is assumed that the annual heat production from burning waste at Funen Power Station will be constant
doing the simulation period from 2020-2035. The annual production used is 1609 TJ and is based on the
actual heat production from burning waste at Funen Power Station in the years 2011-2013. The production
in the model is assumed to be constant with a power of 50 MW over the year resulting in an annual produced amount of 1577 TJ. The actual heat capacity range of the two waste units combined is around 20-108
MW.
Heat production from burning waste at Funen Power Station
Year
2011
2012
2013
Avg.
Heat [TJ]
1689,3
1554,9
1583,5
1609,2

Avg. heat [MW]
50

Resulting heat
1577

Table 1 – Reference: The SRO-system used at Funen Power Station

11.1.2 Modelling of Funen Power Station unit 8
Because the waste fired units and Dalum CHP are set at higher priorities then Unit 8, which means that Unit
8 will not run in the summer when the heat demand is low, the maximum heat capacity of this unit has
been set at a value of 65 MW that results in a produced heat amount of 1596 TJ, which is close to the actual
average of 2012 and 2013. In reality the maximum heat capacity is around 130 MW in by-pass operation,
but this value would give unrealistically much heat production on Unit 8 in the simulation, as it is modelled
as a boiler. The minimum heat capacity has been set at the actual value of 40 MW2.
Heat production from burning waste at Funen Power Station
Year
2012
2013
Avg.
Avg. heat [MW]
Heat [TJ]
1630,0
1584,5
1607,3
65

Resulting heat
1596

Table 2- Reference: The SRO-system used at Funen Power Station

11.1.3 Modelling of Dalum CHP
Like the waste fired units Dalum CHP has high priority and is running constantly most of the year. Thus to
get a realistic heat production the maximum heat capacity has been set at 30.6 MW which is the average
power of 2013. This results in a produced heat amount of 965.5 TJ equal to that of 2013. The actual heat
capacity of Dalum CHP is 21-45 MW, but as with Unit 8 this would give too much heat production3.

2
3

Actual heat capacities from internal Fjernvarme Fyn report; ”Damvarmelager ved Fynsværket”
Based on the operation in 2013
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11.1.4 Production cost at Unit 8, Dalum CHP and the waste fired units
The heat production costs of the three units are based on the actual total prices of heat production from
the units in 2013. For Unit 8 and Dalum CHP the production cost has been divided into a fuel cost and a
fixed cost (containing operation and maintenance, taxes, subsidies etc.) based on the fuel price in 2013 and
the heat production cost in 2013. This is done in order to enable the fuel part of the costs to follow the
projections made for straw and wood chips stated by The Danish Energy Agency, which are described in
Appendix 11.14. However as described in Chapter 11.1 the units have been given high priority relative to
Unit 7 in this analysis which means that they will produce almost the same amount of heat in all the simulations. As the purpose of the analysis is to compare operation results from Unit 7 this means that the costs
of heat production at these units are actually of little significance.

11.1.5 Modelling of Unit 7
Unit 7 is modelled as a simple backpressure unit since the actual power-heat-diagram that exists because of
the possibility of steam extraction for heat production instead of low pressure condensation for electricity
production cannot be modelled in a satisfying way in EnergyPro. EnergyPro only accepts PQ-diagrams in the
form of one power-line going from a minimum to a maximum heat and electricity production relationship.
On Figure 1 the actual PQ-diagram of Unit 7 is shown. In EnergyPro the unit is only modelled as the blue
backpressure line, but in reality the unit can operate at any point in the area defined by the three lines. The
green line represents the technical minimum at a boiler power of 237 MW and the red line represents the
operation possibilities at a maximum boiler power of 1041 MW. The relationship between heat and power
production depends on how much of the steam that is used for low pressure electricity production (condensation mode).

Unit 7 power-heat diagram
450
400
MW electricity

350

(583, 360)
(0, 416)

300
250
200
150

(0, 80)

100
50

(139, 62)

0
0

100
Back-pressure

200

300

MW heat
Condensation mode

400

500

600

Tecnical minimum

Figure 1– PQ-diagram of Unit 7. In the simulations Unit 7 is only modelled as the backpressure line (blue).

This quite simplified modelling of Unit 7 in EnergyPro introduced some errors as the simulation of the unit
cannot operate in high condensing mode or at heat productions below 139 MW. The effect of not having
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the possibility of operating in condensation mode means that the unit will lose the opportunity to produce
electricity at a high power without a high heat production when the spot market price is high. As the simulation cannot produce more heat than the sum of the demand and the flow to/from the heat storage the
unit’s possibilities to operate based on feasible electricity production are very limited. This operation error
will of course be present in all simulations but as the conditions concerning electricity production changes
drastically when the fuel is switched from coal to biomass the error will impact the simulations differently.
Different attempts to model Unit 7 in a less simplified way have been made, but none better than the simple back-pressure model has been identified. All the attempts to make a simulation that operated in a more
realistic way were followed by new simulation errors and a complicating of the model that makes it difficult
to see through the results and evaluate whether the simulation is acceptable.
One attempt to simulate a more realistic PQ-diagram by adding a combination of a condensation mode unit
and a heat pump to simulate the condensation mode line (red on Figure 1) is described in Appendix 11.17.
Another attempt was to add a heat rejection unit in combination with the back-pressure unit making it
possible for the simulation to operate with high electricity and heat production independent of the heat
demand and heat storage. This solution would not result in the exact condensation mode line but a constant line at 360 MW electrical power over the back-pressure line (in the heat interval 139-583 MW). However, as EnergyPro plans operation in accordance to the net heat production cost (NHPC) of the different
production units and heat rejection only will be considered an option if the NHPC is negative (operation
gives a surplus) it is necessary to assign a revenue to the heat production, otherwise the spot market price
must be very high before the NHPC becomes negative. But assigning revenue to the heat production of Unit
7 means that not only the heat being supplied to the demand but also the heat that is rejected by the heat
rejecter results in income. To counter this it was tried to add a payment on the rejected heat corresponding
to the revenue, but the heat rejection is not considered in the operation strategy of the production unit so
it has no effect.
In an attempt to estimate the significance of this error and thus enabling an adjustment of the simulation
results the operation of Unit 7 has been simulated with a model made in the software Matlab. The model
simulates the economically optimal operation strategy of the unit by computing the marginal price of electricity and heat production for each hour based on input parameters as taxes and time series such as electricity spot market prices for each hour. A further description of the model can be found in Appendix 11.2
and 11.9.
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11.2 Description of the Matlab model used to simulate Funen Power Station unit
7
In an attempt to estimate the significance the error in the EnergyPro simulations caused by the fact that
Unit 7 is only modelled as a back-pressure unit the operation of Unit 7 has been simulated with a model
made in the software Matlab with the purpose of enabling an adjustment of the simulation results from
EnergyPro and thus securing more precise results. This Matlab-model were originally developed doing a
semester project with the purpose of simulation the operation at Unit 7. Some adjustments of the model
have been made doing this project so that it can also be used to simulate biomass based operation.
The Matlab-model simulates the economically optimal operation strategy of the unit by computing the
marginal price of electricity and heat production for each hour based on input parameters as taxes and
time series such as electricity spot market prices for each hour.
The thermal heat storage at Funen Power Station is not incorporated in the model, which gives an error in
relation to the actual system as the production to some extend can be optimized with the heat storage by
producing heat when the price of electricity is high and maybe shutting down the unit in periods with low
heat demand and low electricity price.
As the thermal storage is not included the operation of Unit 7 must produce the given heat demand in each
hour. This means that the optimization of the operation point depends on whether or not it is profitable to
produce electricity in the given hour. This optimization strategy is illustrated on Figure 2 which shows the
power-heat diagram (P-Q diagram) of Unit 7 based on actual operation data from 20104.
Further the Matlab simulation does not include the restrictions concerning heat rejection to Odense Sea
inlet (Odense Fjord) as these are not known.
To secure the best consistency between the operation in the Matlab model and the simulations in EnergyPro the Matlab model uses a heat demand time series that is made by taking the time series of the total
heat demand used in EnergyPro and subtracting the productions from the other heat producing units in the
system as they have higher priority than Unit 7 (as described in Appendix 11.1). The result is that unit 7 in
the Matlab model must cover the same heat demand as it does in the EnergyPro simulations.
In the Matlab model the unit has been allowed to shut down in the periods doing summer where no heat
demand (from this unit) exists and electricity production is not feasible.

4

Intern source
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Point of operation with the highest electricity production at the
given heat production

Point of operation with the lowest
electricity production at the given
heat production
Heat demand of 200 MW

Figure 2 – Power-heat diagram for Funen Power Station Unit 7 based on actual operation data.

11.3 Method concerning evaluation of rebuilding Unit 7 to wood pellets with bypass option
As heat production is sometimes forced by the heat demand at times where the spot market price is low
operation in back-pressure can result in unprofitable electricity production. A solution is to rebuild the unit
with the possibility to by-pass the turbine and only produce heat (operate as a boiler). As the power-heat
diagram of Unit 7 cannot be modelled in EnergyPro in a satisfying way5 this option has been evaluated using a modified version of the Matlab model described in Appendix 11.2. The Matlab model has been modified to calculate the cost of only producing heat in each hour of the year in addition to all the other possible
operations points. It then chooses the by-pass option only if this results in a smaller net heat production
cost in the respective hour then any of the other operation points. The results of the simulations with bypass option are shown in Table 3 where the total net heat production costs (TNHPC) of operation have
been compared to those of the reference simulations (the only difference is the by-pass possibility).
Year of simulation
2017
2020
2025
2030
2035
5

Hours with by-pass
operation
115
91
103
241
508

TNHPC
(MDKK)
631
600
548
338
470

Reference
TNHPC (MDDK)
639
608
556
353
499

By pass savings
(MDDK)
8
8
8
15
29

Neither as a simple back-pressure unit with by-pass as this also gives a special pq-diagram
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Table 3 – Results from simulations of by-pass option in relation to a wood pellet based Unit 7

As seen in column two the number of hours with by-pass operation first fall between 2017 and 2020 and
then increases through the rest of the simulated years. This is in compliance with the fact that the number
of hours with low spot market price (less than 250 DKK/MWh) in the projections follows the same pattern
through the simulated years. In the last column of Table 3 the economic advantage of the by-pass option is
calculated for each year. The extra cost of constructing the by-pass option when rebuilding the unit to
wood pellets is not known which means that a conclusion of whether the savings makes the “project” feasible cannot be made.

11.4 Projections of fuel prices
The projections of fuel prices used in the basic scenario are those stated by the Danish Energy Agency as of
October 20126. It has been announced that an update is to be expected doing 2014, but it is not known
which of the projections will be updated.
The projections are made by Ea Energy Analysis (Ea energianalyse) and Wazee Consulting Aps on behalf of
the Danish Energy Agency.
The projections of biomass prices are based on an analysis of expected demand and supply on the international market with references to a number of recognized international organizations. The European demand is assumed to increase substantially, but without resulting in high pressure on supply, which means
that the market prices are set by the production costs. The market price of woodchips is expected to increase with 1.5 % per year and for wood pellets the increase is set lower at around 0.75 % per year due to
an expectation about improved efficiencies of production and transportation. These estimations are based
on a lot of consideration and further understanding can be obtained from the report Update of socioeconomic fuel prices – Biomass, The Danish Energy Agency. The projection of the coal price is based on the
World Energy Outlook 2010: New Policies Scenario by the International Energy Agency (IEA) and the price is
expected to be almost constant7.
Figure 3 shows the projections of fuel prices at a Danish power plant consisting of the projected market
price and the expected transportation cost.

6
7

Samfundsøkonomiske beregningsforudsætninger, Excelark oktober 2012
Forudsætninger for samfundsøkonomiske analyser på energiområdet
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Socio-economic fuel prices at power plant - market price
incl. transportation cost (DKK2015)
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Figure 3- Reference: The Danish Energy Agency, “Assumptions regarding Socio-economic analysis in the energy sector”

11.4.1 Sensitivity of fuel price projections
All projections of fuel prices have a high uncertainty and it is thus important to consider the impact by alternative price developments on the analysis. Especially the projections of biomass prices should be used
with caution, as the demand of biomass for energy purposes is very dependent on political decisions and
the supply can be influenced by a number of alternative markets both for the use of the biomass (as tree
for building materials) and for the land used to produce the biomass (as for agriculture).

11.5 Projection of carbon dioxide allowances prices used in the analyses of Funen Power Station Unit 7
The expected future price of carbon dioxide emission allowances (CO2-price) is a parameter which strongly
influences the economy of energy production based on fossil fuels and thus the relative feasibility of biomass based production. The CO2-price is determined by the demand for allowances (a relation between
the energy demand and the price of CO2 neutral alternatives) and the supply of allowances which is fixed
by the EU emissions trading system (EU ETS). In phase three of the EU ETS (2013-202) the cap for allowances decreases by 1.74 % of the average amount of allowances issued in 2008-2012. After 2020 the cap will
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need to be lowered by 2.2 % per year to achieve the target of a 40% reduction in EU greenhouse gas emissions below the 1990 level by 20308.
Due to the economic crisis and a high import of international credits a large surplus of allowances9 has accumulated over the last years, which undermines the price and thus intention of the system. The fast accumulation of allowances is expected to decline in 2014 but the total surplus is not expected to decline
doing phase three. To counter the short term undermining effect of the surplus the auctioning of an
amount of allowances will be postponed from the years 2014-2016 until 2019-202010.
As the amount being “back-loaded” is less than half of the existing surplus it is not thought to have a high
influence on the CO2-price doing phase three and as the allowances are not removed from the system but
only postponed the surplus is still thought to exist in the end of the phase.
The basic projection of carbon dioxide allowances used in this analysis is the one used by Dansk Energi in
relation to their projections of electricity spot market prices from 2017 to 2035. This projection is used to
make sure that there is consistency between the spot market projection and the CO2-price projection, as
the spot market price is highly influenced by the CO2-price (higher CO2-prices makes the relatively cheap
fossil electricity production in Europe more expensive and vice versa). The projection originates from the
European reference scenario, which includes policies and measures adopted by or agreed upon by the
member states by mid-201011. The projection predicts a very low increase in CO2-prices of around 7.5 DKK
per year until 2025 and then a high increase of around 33.5 DKK per year from 2025-2035. This projection
seems realistic when compared to the described situation of the EU ETS. In 2020 there will still be a high
surplus of allowances in the system and the price will probably not increase rapidly before this surplus is
uses so that demand will be limited by supply. In the projection this seems to happen around 2025 where
the price starts to increase at a high rate as the allowances cap is continuously lowered.
Generally it is said that it is impossible to reduce the carbon dioxide emissions by making changes in the
sectors which are under the EU ETS as the cap is dictated by the system. This means that a reduction in one
place will just allow an increased emission some other place (unless the instance reducing the emission
destroys the saved emission allowances). However, it could be argued that as there is a high surplus of
emission allowances a reduction is actually a reduction in the present situation of the system. But as the
saved emission allowances will stay as a surplus in the system until the demand exceeds the supply (cap)
and then be used the final consequence will be that the total emission is not reduced as the saved emission
is just moved until the demand will need them.
For the purpose of making a sensibility study/alternative scenario another low CO2-price projection has
been made. This projection assumes that the CO2-price will stay low at a level of 50 DKK/ton close to that
of the last years. This projection will be used in a simulation where the spot market projection is based on
the years 2011-2013 to secure consistency between the CO2-price and the spot market. Thus this alternative scenario assumes a kind of “no development” in the energy system and a CO2 allowances system that
continues to be ineffective.
8

http://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/ets/cap/index_en.htm
Around the total european cap for allowances in 2013
10
http://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/ets/reform/index_en.htm
11
http://ec.europa.eu/energy/observatory/trends_2030/doc/trends_to_2050_update_2013.pdf, page 20
9
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11.5.1 Projection of carbon dioxide allowances prices used in the analyses concerning electric
heat pumps

Another projection of CO2-prices was used in the analyses concerning electric heat pumps in the district
heating system because these were made before the projection from Danish Energy had been obtained.
The projection used in these analyses is therefore one published by the Danish Energy Agency. This projection is based on the IEAs projections in the New Policies scenario12 from 2010, but has been adjusted
downward in from 2012 to 2020 following the low market prices over the last years.
The three different projections of the carbon emission allowances prices (Danish Energy, low scenario and
Danish Energy Agency adjusted) are illustrated at Figure 4.

Projections of carbon emission allowances prices
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Figure 4 – Projections of CO2-prices used in analyses

12

http://www.iea.org/publications/scenariosandprojections/
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11.6 Taxes and subsidies
The corporate economics of the energy sector is strongly influenced by taxes, subsidies and a high number
of laws (and exceptions to these laws) with the purpose of regulating the energy system and generate tax
revenue to the state. The taxes, reimbursements of taxes and subsidies used in the different simulations in
this report can be found in Table 4. In the table each element has been given a reference number to a short
description of the source (and in some cases a short explanation) which can be found at the next page. All
the amounts are stated in their 2015 value and in DKK2015. It is important to note that this list is not an
exhaustive review of all the taxes and subsidies regarding the respective areas but only those relevant to
the particular simulations made in this report. In the simulations the amounts are kept constant in fixed
prices but it is important to keep in mind that these elements are the results of political decisions and can
change depending on the political course.

Taxes

Amount (2015)
84,7 øre/kWh
42,9 øre/kWh
PSO-tax

Ref.
6
9
13

73.1 DDK/GJ
16.1 DDK/GJ

1
2
3,4

Natural gas and town gas
- Energy tax (kvoteomfattet elproduktion fritaget)
- Carbon dioxide tax (kvoteomfattet elproduktion fritaget)

73,13 DDK/GJ
9,69 DDK/GJ

11
2

Diesel oil with low sulphur content (maximum 0,005 pct.)
- Energy tax (kvoteomfattet elproduktion fritaget)
- Carbon dioxide tax (kvoteomfattet elproduktion fritaget)

74,48 DKK/GJ
12,56 DKK/GJ

10
2

Emissions to the air
- NOx-tax
- Sulphur-tax

26.4 DDK/kg
11.5 DDK/kg

7
8

150 DKK/MWh

12

Tax on electricity
- Partial reimbursement regarding electricity for district heat
- Possible exemption of PSO regarding electricity for district heat
Pit coal, brown coal and coke etc.
- Energy tax
- Carbon dioxide tax
- Tax exemption regarding electricity production under EU ETS

Subsidises
Subsidy for electricity produced by burning biomass

Table 4 – List of the used taxes, reimbursements and subsidies with references to the respective laws/sources
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11.6.1 References for Table 4: Taxes and subsidies

1. Law concerning taxes regarding pit coal, brown coal and coke etc. As stated in section 1, item 2 in
the legal announcement number 1292 of 2010-11-17 about taxes regarding pit coal, brown coal
and coke etc. Source: Karnov, 04-04-2014.
2. Law concerning carbon dioxide tax of certain energy products. As stated in section 2, item 1 in the
legal announcement number 321 of 2011-04-04. Source: Karnov, 04-04-2014.
3. Reference 1; as stated in section 7, unit 1.
4. Reference 2; as stated in section 7, unit 1, point 3.
5. Law concerning tax regarding electricity. As stated in section 6, item 1 in the legal announcement
number nr. 310 of 2011-04-01. Source: Karnov, 04-04-2014.
6. Law concerning tax regarding mono-nitrogen oxides (NOx). As stated in section 1 and 2 of the legal
announcement number 472 of 2008-06-17. Source: Retsinformation and The Legal Guide section
E.A.5.20.
7. Law concerning tax regarding sulphur. As stated in section 8, unit 2 of the legal announcment number 527 of 2009-06-12. Source Retsinformation and The Legal Guide section E.A.7.11.
8. Law concerning tax regarding electricity. As stated in section 2, unit 1, point 2 of the legal announcment number 1395 of 2012-12-23. Source Retsinformation and The Legal Guide section
E.A.4.6.12.1.
It should be noted that this partial reimbursement of the electricity tax regarding electricity used
for district heat production is only usable if the company does not get reimbursement in accordance to other reimbursment arrangements under the Law concerning tax regarding electricity (as
the “immersion heater arrangement”.
9. Law concerning energy tax regarding mineral oil products etc. Source The Legal Guide section
E.A.4.1.5.
10. Law concerning tax regarding natural gas and town gas. Source The Legal Guide section E.A.4.4.7.
11. Law concerning promotion of renewable energy. As stated in section 45 of the legal announcement
number 1074 of 2011-11-08. Source: Karnov, 04-04-2014 and the Danish Energy Agency.
It should be noted that another subsidy structure, as described in section 46, applies regarding
electricity producing units build as a result of an order with authority in the Law of electricity supply.
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12. Law concerning electricity supply. As stated in section 9a of the legal announcement number 1329
of 2013-11-25. Source: Retsinformation.dk.
It is not certain whether this PSO-exemption is possible to use in relation to the heat production
from electric heat pumps. In the Law concerning electricity supply, section 9a, it is with certainty
stated that the exemption can be used for electricity consumption that is used under the “immersion heater arrangement” in the Law concerning tax regarding electricity. This “immersion heater
arrangement” is not used in the analyses concerning electric heat pumps as the partial reimbursement of electricity tax for electricity used for district heating is used (see reference 9 in this list) and
both can’t be applied at the same time.
However, section 9a also states that: “A business that produces district heat with a combined heat
and power unit (or a district heat unit that on October the 1’st 2005 were capable of combined
heat and power production) does not pay the public obligation tax (after section 8.1) of the electricity consumption that is used to produce district heat based on electricity for consumers”.
This statement could be interpreted in a way so that the PSO-exemption can be used for electricity
consumption by a heat pump that produces district heat if the company also has a combined heat
and power unit, which District Heating Funen does. It is not known whether this is the correct interpretation of the law in relation to the arguments behind it.
An employee at the nongovernmental organization Danish Energy has expressed doing a correspondence that their legal department is currently in a discussion with the Danish Energy Agency
concerning the interpretation of this law13.
(Original Danish formulation of §9a:”En virksomhed, som producerer fjernvarme på et kraft-varmeværk eller på et fjernvarmeværk, som den 1. oktober 2005 var indrettet til kraft-varme-produktion,
betaler ikke beløb til dækning af omkostninger til offentlige forpligtelser efter § 8, stk. 1, for det elforbrug, som medgår til at producere fjernvarme til forbrugere ved hjælp af elektricitet.”).

11.7 Emission costs of burning different fuels in central CHP-plant
Based on the taxes regarding NOx- and sulphur emissions to the air stated in Table 4 and the emission factors of a central CHP plant stated by The Danish Energy Agency in the report Assumptions regarding socioeconomic analyses in the energy sector the resulting NOx- and sulphur costs of burning different fuels at a
central CHP plants have been calculated and can be found in Table 5.

13

Karsten Capion, Danish Energy
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Emission costs of burning different fuels in central CHP-plant:
Fuel:
Coal
Wood
NOx emission coef. 2010 30 g/GJ fuel
81 g/GJ fuel
NOx tax
26.4 DKK/kg
26.4 DKK/kg
NOx cost
0.792 DKK/GJ fuel 2.14 DKK/GJ fuel

Straw
125 g/GJ fuel
26.4 DKK/kg
3.3 DKK/GJ fuel

SO2 emission coef. 2010
SO2 tax
SO2 cost

49 g/GJ fuel
11.5 DKK/kg
0.56 DKK/GJ fuel

10 g/GJ
11.5 DKK/kg
0.115 DKK/GJ fuel

1.9 g/GJ fuel
11.5 DKK/kg
0.022 DKK/GJ fuel

Table 5 – Calculated emission costs of burning different fuels at a central CHP plant.

11.8 Allocation of carbon emission allowances between electricity and heat production
As heat production at a central power plant must basically be a self-supporting business while profits can
be made from electricity production it is necessary to divide the costs of operation between the heat and
electricity produced at a given time. This is done with three allocation factors that are used to calculate the
part of the used fuel allocated to the heat production in relation to the fuel-, tax- and CO2 costs. The fuel
allocated to heat production is the utilized heat production divided by the respective allocation factor depending on which cost is being allocated. The allocation factors are described shortly with references in the
following sections.
11.8.1 Allocation factor regarding taxes
The energy- and carbon dioxide taxes at CHP-plants should be allocated between electricity- and heat production in the following way: The coal use for heat production is equal to the total heat production divided
by 1.2. This means that the tax amount allocated to the heat production is equal to the total tax divided by
1.2. Source: Law concerning taxes regarding pit coal, brown coal and coke etc.; as stated in section 7, unit
1. For further information se The Legal Guide section E.A.4.5.8 and E.A.4.4.10.
11.8.2 Allocation factor regarding carbon emission costs
The carbon dioxide emission at a CHP plant is divided between electricity and heat production in accordance with the legal announcement number 1181 of 2012-12-12 regarding carbon emission allowances allocated to heat production. The fuel allocated to heat production is the utilized heat divided by 1.25 (a heat
efficiency of 125 %) and the remaining fuel is allocated to the electricity production. To calculate the respective emissions these amounts of fuel are multiplied by the carbon dioxide emission factor of the relevant fuel.
11.8.3 Allocation factor regarding fuel consumption
The allocation of the fuel costs between heat and electricity production is defined by an agreement between the power plant and the district heating company. In the case of Funen Power Station and District
Heating Funen the allocation factor used is 1.38. Source: Internal District Heating Funen reference.
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11.9 Evaluation of underestimation of the coal fired unit in EnergyPro
As described in Appendix 11.1 the simulation of Unit 7 as a simple backpressure unit creates a risk of underestimation feasible electricity production in condensation mode and thus operation revenue. To adjust
for this error a model build in the software Matlab has been used to estimate the underestimation made by
EnergyPro in the simulations. A description of the method used by the Matlab-model can be found in Appendix 11.2.
As this underestimation happens when electricity production is feasible it will be most severe when the
marginal price of electricity production is low. This is especially the situation in the simulations with the
coal unit when the CO2-price is not at a very high level and maybe to some extend in the simulations with
the wood chips fired unit. In the simulations the marginal cost of electricity production is so very high with
the wood pellet fired unit the underestimation is thought to be very small. In these situations the picture
might even turn and show that the EnergyPro simulation gives a better result than the Matlab simulation.
This can happen because the Matlab model does not include a thermal storage which can improve the operation – especially in simulations with high marginal electricity cost and/or fluctuating spot market prices.
The missing thermal storage means that in fact all the simulations with the Matlab-model to some extend
results in to high operation expenditures. The consequence of this is that the calculated underestimations
used to adjust the EnergyPro results will in general be too low but as this is true for all the units (coal, wood
pellets and wood chips) it is thought not to have significant influence on the comparison. To confirm this
thought simulations of both the coal and wood pellet based Unit 7 were made in EnergyPro. Both systems
ware simulated with and without the heat storage and then the additional costs in each system caused by
not having the heat storage possibility were compared. The result was a different of only 1.6 million over
the simulation period 2018-2035 which is thought to be an insignificant error.
The model in Matlab simulates only one year at a time and the results have to be processed “by hand” to
get the needed parameters, which is very time-consuming. For this reason direct comparisons of the EnergyPro and Matlab simulations have been made only for the years where the spot market projection from
Danish Energy changes (as described in Appendix 11.15). Between these years the underestimations have
been estimated by a method described below. With the calculated underestimations for each year the results of the respective EnergyPro simulations have been adjusted.
The underestimations for a unit in a specific simulation is found for each of the years simulated in Matlab
by comparing the calculated total net heat production cost (TNHPC) from the Matlab model with the
TNHPC from the EnergyPro simulation for the respective years. To illustrate the method Figure 5 shows the
calculated TNHPC of the coal unit (under the central set of conditions) from the EnergyPro model and the
Matlab model respectively.
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Figure 5 – Estimations of total net heat production costs evaluated with EnergyPro and the Matlab-model respectively. It is seen
that EnergyPro in general overestimates the cost of Unit 7 as it does not include revenues from electricity production in condensation mode.

In order to enable an adjustment of each year in the simulation period 2015-2035 the underestimations of
the unit for the years simulated in Matlab – which are the differences between the total net heat production costs shown at Figure 5 – have been extended through the years covered by the spot market price
series used in the respective period (as the 2020 series is used in the interval 2020-2024). However as the
CO2-prices increases each year the TNHPC in the EnergyPro simulation also increases (through an interval
with the same spot market series) so the TNHPC found by Matlab for one of the simulated years cannot be
extended directly as this would ignore the increasing CO2-costs. To adjust for this the Matlab results have
been extended by adding the increase in CO2-costs from the EnergyPro simulations for each year. The same
kind of adjustment is made in the simulation with wood pellets and wood chips but here it is the increasing
price of the fuels that the Matlab results are adjusted in relation to.
This method is not complete correct though as the increasing marginal cost in the Matlab model would
result in a decreasing electricity production and thus a decreasing underestimation compared to the EnergyPro model. This error has been partially adjusted in the case with the coal unit by interpolation as described below because the marginal cost increases rapidly from 2025-2035 in this case.

The final estimations of the underestimation for each year are presented at Figure 6. The green bars are the
actual calculated differences from Figure 5, the dark blue bars represent the extended values before adjustment and the light blue bars represent the extended values after adjustment. For the years 2015 and
2016 - which each have their own spot market series - the value from 2017 has been extended backwards
with relation to the EnergyPro TNHPC for these years compared to that of 2017).
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Figure 6 – The green bars show the values of the underestimation made by EnergyPro that has been calculated. The blue bars
show a simple extension of these values through the years using the same spot market price time series. The light blue bars
show the final estimation of the underestimation after an adjustment in relation to the CO2-price projection.

The figure shows that the underestimation of the coal units operation that EnergyPro makes in this scenario increases towards 2030 and then decreases and becomes negative in 2035. The negative value in the last
year means that in this year it is actually the Matlab model that underestimates the operation of the unit
and not EnergyPro. Because of this no adjustment are made in the EnergyPro simulation results for 2035. In
the first two periods until 2025 where the underestimation is increasing an adjustment in relation to the
increasing CO2-price is not possible as the effect is not known but as the CO2-price increases slowly in
these periods the effect is probably not big. In the periods from 2025-2035 where the CO2-price increases
rapidly it is thought reasonable to interpolate the underestimation between the years so it falls with the
increasing CO2-price. The result is the light blue bars at Figure 6.
This method is used to adjust the simulations concerning both the coal unit and the rebuilding of the unit to
wood pellets or wood chips all under both the central frame conditions and the alternative frame conditions. In the alternative scenario with the coal unit it is not necessary to adjust the underestimations in
relation to the CO2-price as it is constant through the period.
The result is that EnergyPro underestimates the coal unit in both condition-scenarios through the entire
simulation period except from the last three years under the central conditions, as shown at Figure 6. In the
alternative condition-scenario the underestimation is big every third year and small the rest of the year.
The reason for this is that the spot market series used in the scenario is based on the actual spot market
prices in 2011-2013 (which are repeated over the simulation period) and here the spot market price in 2011
is high compared to 2012 and 2013.
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The underestimations of the wood pellets unit are negative in all years in both condition-scenarios because
of the high marginal cost of electricity production. As a consequence no adjustment of the EnergyPro simulation has been made (because the model does not underestimate the operation).
Concerning the wood chips fired unit the calculated underestimations under the central condition-scenario
are presented at Figure 7. As seen the underestimation increases in each of the years where the spot market time series changes and the prices increases with the exception of 2035 where the underestimation is
negative. In 2035 the spot market price falls to a level between that of 2025 and 2030 but with a much
higher degree of fluctuations compared to 2025 which is thought to be the reason for the negative estimation. Under the alternative condition scenario the underestimations follow the same pattern as described
for the coal unit but with a high underestimation every third year and small negative underestimations the
rest of the years.
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Figure 7 - The green bars show the values of the underestimation made by EnergyPro that has been calculated. The blue bars
show a simple extension of these values through the years using the same spot market price time series.

To understand better why the underestimation of the units in EnergyPro are as presented it is necessary to
look at the parameters which have high influence on the marginal cost of electricity production in the simulations. In Figure 8 the electricity production simulated with the Matlab model is shown for the coal unit
and the wood pellet unit for each of the simulated years. Also respectively the average electricity spot market price (orange points) and the C02-price (grey points) used in the simulation for each year and the marginal cost of electricity production (black for coal, green for wood pellets) have been marked on the secondary vertical axis.
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Figure 8 – This figure illustrates the relationship between CO2-price, marginal cost of electricity production, average spot market
price and electricity production with the purpose of explaining the nature of the underestimation of revenue from operation in
condensation mode made by the EnergyPro model.

In the first three simulated years the coal unit has a very high electricity production compared to the wood
pellet unit because of the much lower marginal electricity production cost. The electricity production from
the coal unit also rises in these years as the average spot market price increases relative to the marginal
production cost though this also increases due to a slow increase in the CO2-price. For the wood pellet unit
the marginal electricity production cost is so high relative to the spot market price that electricity production is not feasible most of the time and thus most of the production is only made because of back pressure
operation. Further the wood pellet price – and thus the marginal production cost – is increasing steadily
over the whole simulation period. From year 2025 the CO2-price begins to increase rapidly which influences the marginal production cost of the coal unit strongly and results in a falling electricity production.
On the other hand the electricity production from the wood pellet unit is slightly higher in the last two
years as the spot market price increases relatively to the marginal production cost.
Thus Figure 8 explains why the underestimation of the coal unit rises from 2017 to 2025 and then falls fast
from 2025-2035 because of the changing marginal production cost relative to the spot market.
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11.10
Evaluation of by-pass possibility as addition to a wood chips fired
back-pressure unit
As heat production is sometimes forced by the heat demand at times where the spot market price is low
operation in back-pressure can result in unprofitable electricity production. A solution is to build the unit
with the possibility to by-pass the turbine and only produce heat (operate as a boiler). As the power-heat
diagram of a backpressure unit with by-pass cannot be modelled in EnergyPro in a satisfying way this option has been evaluated by comparing the net heat production cost (NHPC) of operation in back-pressure
and by-pass respectively. The NHPC in backpressure operation is the short term marginal cost of operation
(without fixed O&M and investment cost) minus the revenue from selling the produced electricity on the
spot market and is thus falling with increasing spot market prices. In bypass mode the NHPC is the short
term cost of operation where the variable O&M cost is set as half of the cost in backpressure mode, as turbine, generator etc. are not used). The comparison has been made with the wood chips price of 2015.The
result is that by-pass operation is feasible when the spot market price is below 39 DKK2015/MWh which is
very low. In the spot market projections from Danish Energy that is used in the analyses prices this low appears in zero hours in the 2017 series and only in 221 hours in the 2035 series where the number is highest.
In the alternative projection based on prices from 2011-2013 there are under 100 hours in each year with
prices less than 39 DKK/MWh. From this it is concluded that it is not relevant to make further considerations concerning a wood chips fired back-pressure unit with by-pass option.
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11.11

energyPRO heat production priorities

energyPRO calculates the marginal production cost of district heating on each of the units as a function of
the electricity price in the spot market. The program then uses these cost functions to prioritize the production facilities according to the spot price. Gas and oil boilers do of course not change production costs with
electricity prices. Straw and Dalum CHP on the other hand will in reality have a cost function decreasing
with spot price but for the sake of simplicity, they have been modeled according to the fixed price District
Heating Funen paid for heat delivered from the units in 2013. This do of course introduce an optimization
error, since they in reality will be cheaper at low spot prices and more costly at high spot prices – just like
Coal CHP.
Figure 9 shows the marginal production costs of the units. In the upper graph, the heat pumps costs has
been calculated with an ambient temperature corresponding to the mean of January while the costs in the
lower graph has been calculated based on the mean temperature of July. In January it is seen, that the heat
pump is cheapest up to around 350 DKK/MWh. In comparison, the average electricity price of 2013 in DKVest was 291 DKK/MWh. In July, the heat pump is cheaper than coal up to around 425 DKK/MWh and
Straw and Dalum CHP up to around 650 DKK/MWh.
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Figure 9 – Marginal district heating production costs as function of spot price. The graphs are screen dumps from energyPRO,
which uses the correlation to prioritize between energy conversion units. The upper graph shows costs with an ambient temperature of 1.5 °C (mean temperature of January) and the lower graph shows costs at an ambient temperature of 17.5 °C (mean
temperature of July). As seen, the heat pump cost curve shifts downwards with increasing ambient temperature.

11.12
Economy of the investment under the current district heating accounting scheme: a skew incentive structure
As discussed earlier District Heating Funen pays an average monthly price for heat from all district heating
producing units. This opposes to the way the energyPRO model simulates the operation of the coal powered CHP, but stems with the way the Straw and Dalum CHPs are simulated. If District Heating Funen owns
and operates the heat pump, the current accounting system will introduce skewed incentives for running
the heat pump. This section will elaborate upon the problems of the current accounting system.
In the real system, the heat pump will replace district heating from the coal powered CHP (Blok 7) most of
the time since this is the most expensive unit. Straw and Dalum will be replaced when coal is not running
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because of low heating demand, but to simplify the analysis of this section, we assume that the heat pump
only replaces production from the coal-powered unit.
Figure 10 shows the marginal price of district heating. The Coal CHP and Heat Pump lines shows the dynamic relationship between the price of heat production and the electricity spot price (see Appendix 11.11).
The Coal fixed price line shows the constant, non-dynamic price which District Heating Funen pays today. In
2013, this fixed price was around 96 DKK/GJ district heating14, which translates to 100 DKK 2015 DKK/GJ or
360 DKK/MWh district heating.
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Figure 10 – Marginal district heating production costs as a function of electricity spot price. The Coal CHP line and Heat Pump line
corresponds to the calculated relationships from energyPRO. The Coal fixed price line corresponds to the price District Heating
Funen paid for district heating delivered from Blok 7 in 2013.

On Figure 10 going from 0 spot price to the first stipulated orange line around 200 DKK/MWh, it is seen that
it is in fact more expensive to produce heat, than what is paid (Coal fixed price). This means that District
Heating Funen only gains the price from the green to the turquoise line when running the heat pump, while
the total benefit of running the heat pump is from the green to the blue line. From the first orange line to
the second (around 200 to 320 DKK/MWh), the total benefit of running the heat pump is from the green to
the blue line, while District Heating Funen gains a greater benefit, going from the green to the turquoise
line. From the second to the third orange line (around 320 to 560 DKK/MWh), the system loses money from
running the heat pump equal to the difference between the green and blue line, while District Heating Funen experiences a benefit from running the heat pump equal to the price difference between the green
and the turquoise line.
Put another way Blok 7 gains money from District Heating Funen when the electricity price is below the first
green line and they lose money to District Heating Funen when the electricity price is above the first green
14

Internal communication. Prices varied a little from month to month.
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line. Furthermore, the system as a whole loses money when prices are between the second and third green
line, while District Heating Funen still gains money from running the heat pump. The economic implications
of the current accounting scheme is calculated in the following section.
11.12.1
Excel model of the heat pump operation
We want to illustrate the economic surplus of the heat pump under today’s accounting system and compare it to a system where the operator of the heat pump can operate it dynamically in interplay with Blok 7
– as done in the energyPRO model. Excel was chosen as an appropriate tool for this task.
The Excel model calculates the COP of the heat pump every hour according to the ambient air temperature
(see Appendix 11.25), and from this it calculates the marginal cost of heat production on the heat pump
based on the electricity spot price that hour. It then compares the heat production cost from the heat
pump with the heat production costs on Blok 7. If the heat pump costs are cheaper, the heat pump will
produce as much heat as possible in that hour. Blok 7 will produce the rest. The restraint of the pump not
delivering any more heat than 1/3 of the total heating demand is also incorporated in the model.
There is two versions of the model. In one version, the costs on Blok 7 equals the fixed cost as discussed
earlier. In the other version, the cost equals the linear relationship with the electricity price discussed in
Appendix 11.11. Finally, the total heat production costs over the year is calculated.
We simulated the operation of the system with the 2012 Elspot price for DK-Vest extrapolated to 2015 (See
Appendix 11.15). To get a simple basis of calculating the NPV of investment in different heat pump sizes, it
was assumed that the cost reductions calculated on basis of this year was representative for the next 20
years lifetime of the heat pump.
Table 6 corresponds to the simulations of the system with fixed costs on Blok 7. While the energyPRO simulation (see Chapter 4.4) concluded that a 50 MW heat pump would provide the greatest economic benefit,
this simulation concludes that a 150 MW heat pump will provide the greatest benefit. This simulation also
concludes a maximum NPV from a heat pump investment of 632.125.881 DKK, while the energyPRO simulation concluded a maximum NPV of 177.667.244 DKK.
HEAT PUMP SIZE [MW]
REF.
10
25
50
75
100
150
200

SAVINGS COMPARED
TO REF. [DKK/YEAR]
11.934.288
29.751.216
51.193.645
67.135.773
79.957.191
98.041.127
104.988.017

NPV [DKK]
112.683.532
280.604.552
452.633.027
552.785.643
612.157.997
632.125.881
506.559.056

Table 6 – Costs and NPV of systems with different heat pump sizes. From Excel model with marginal heat production costs on
coal as depicted on Figure 2 by the turquoise line.

Table 7 corresponds to the simulations of the system with costs on Blok 7 varying with the electricity spot
price. Although this model is simpler than the energyPRO model, it uses the same prioritization technique
as energyPRO and hence, the results from the two simulations should be comparable. This Excel simulation
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concludes an optimal heat pump size of 75 MW with a NPV of 215.524.721 DKK. This simulation do indeed
come much closer than the former simulation to the energyPRO simulations which yields a maximum NPV
of 178 M DKK under the basic assumptions. Thus this spreadsheet model has acted as a weak validation of
the results obtained by energyPRO.

HEAT PUMP SIZE [MW]
REF.
10
25
50
75
100
150
200

SAVINGS COMPARED
TO REF. [DKK/YEAR]
7.625.447
18.999.379
31.952.217
41.326.874
48.810.927
58.973.650
61.753.479

NPV [DKK]
56.377.229
140.103.616
201.193.322
215.524.721
205.150.404
121.606.878
-58.413.531

Table 7 – Costs and NPV of systems with different heat pump sizes. From Excel model with the marginal heat production costs on
coal calculated according to the dynamic price relation depicted on Figure 2 by the blue line.

11.12.2
Conclusions regarding incentives of the current accounting scheme
When comparing the simulations conducted in Table 6 and Table 7 it is seen that the current fixed accounting scheme do provide a greater economic benefit to District Heating Funen than a scheme, which optimizes the operation of the heat pump in interplay with Blok 7. The greater economic benefit from the current
accounting scheme comes at the cost of a worse operation surplus on Blok 7. This kind of sub optimization
is not beneficial for the overall system. Eventually the owners of Blok 7 will probably demand a new contract on district heating prices in order to regain their lost surplus.
This leads to the need of another accounting system, which introduces the right incentives in relation to
operation of heat pumps in interplay with CHP plants. Since District Heating Funen might buy Blok 7 in the
future, this problem might be of less importance. However, it still needs to be considered when designing
operation strategies and dimensioning the heat pump size.

11.13
tem

Yearly district heating productions: Supplementary Heat Pump sys-

This section will examine the district heating production of the different units in the basis energyPRO model
of supplementary heat pumps. We will look at the reference system and the 50 MW system, which were
the most profitable in the simulations. The yearly district heating production per production unit are shown
on the following two figures. Figure 11 shows the district heating production in the reference system and
Figure 12 shows the district heating production in the system with a 50 MW supplementary heat pump
installed.
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Figure 11 - The District Heating Funen reference without heat pump. The graph depicts yearly production of district heating on
each of the units.
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Figure 12 – The District Heating Funen grid with a 50 MW supplementary heat pump. Yearly production of district heating on
each of the units.

Figure 13 shows the yearly differences in district heating production between the system with a 50 MW
heat pump and the reference system. It is seen that the main part of the heat pump production suppresses
production on the coal powered CHP Blok 7. However, a part of the production on Straw and Dalum CHP is
also suppressed.
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Figure 13 – Yearly changes in energy production. The model with a 50 MW heat pump minus the reference. It is seen that the
main part of the heat pump production suppress production on the coal unit Blok 7.

The suppression of Dalum and Straw comes partly from the summer months, where coal is not running very
often. Another reason of their suppression is the fact, that they are modeled with constant costs, and
therefore their costs do not fall with rising electricity prices like coal (see Chapter 4.4.6). This means that at
high electricity prices, energyPRO choses to suppress Straw and Dalum instead of coal because the cost of
district heating on coal has fallen with increased electricity prices. In reality the cost of district heating will
also fall on Straw and Dalum because of increased electricity prices and therefore it might be most favorable in reality to still suppress Coal. This discussion is however complex because coal has a higher electric
efficiency, and therefore is more sensitive to the electricity price. These dynamics has not been examined
further within this project.
11.13.1
Operational numbers of the heat pump
In 2015 the 50 MW heat pump covers 12 % of the total heating demand. In 2034 it covers 8 %. The 75 MW
heat pump, which has a 6 % lower NPV than the 50 MW heat pump covers 16 % in 2015 and 10 % in 2034.
The 100 MW heat pump, which has a 30 % lower NPV than the 50 MW heat pump covers 20 % of 2015 and
13 % in 2034. Especially from 2030 till 2034 the actual production on the heat pump gets very uncertain,
since the coal powered plant gets very good conditions because of higher electricity prices but given the
vision of the current government, coal will not be present in the Danish CHP market by 2030.
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Figure 14 - Percent of full load as well as coverage of the total heating demand in the year 2015 for the 3 most attractive heat
pump sizes. With central investment assumptions 50 MW has the best NPV of 177 M DKK, 75 MW has a 6 % lower NPV and 100
MW has a 30 % lower NPV.

At 50 MW, energyPRO plans 181 starts during the course of 2015. Over the year, it produces 76 % of its
maximum full load capacity, and it is running 83.6 % of the time throughout the year covering 12 % of the
total heating demand. This indicates that this technology should have the possibility of running base load in
the district heating grid. Thus investing in 50 MW of supplementary heat pump capacity might be ease the
need for other future investments of 50 MW heating capacity in the heating grid.

11.14

Fuel prices on Straw, Dalum, Gas- and Oil boilers

In general The Danish Energy Authority's socio-economic analysis prerequisites has been used to obtain
fuel prices. Since our simulations run from 2015 to 2035 we'll need fuel prices for this entire period.
11.14.1
Straw CHP and Dalum CHP
As discussed in Appendix 11.17.4 Straw and Dalum CHP units will be modeled as boilers with operation
costs equal to the price District Heating Funen pays per delivered GJ. This was for the end of 2013 72.16
DKK/GJ on the Straw unit and 69 DKK/GJ on the Dalum unit. Firstly the prices are extrapolated to 2015 prices. Thereafter we assume, that the two prices consists of some fixed costs, which makes up amortization of
investment plus operation and maintenance. The fixed costs can be estimated by extracting the fuel costs
in 2013 from the total price. For Straw the price of Straw is used and for Dalum the price of woodchips is
used, since this is the fuel being used at Dalum. Both prices are including transportation, storage and profits. It is assumed that fixed costs will remain constant throughout the 20 year period, while fuel prices will
follow The Danish Energy Authority's projections. Figure 15 and Figure 16 shows the corresponding time
series for both plants.
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Figure 15 - Yearly development in fuel costs on the Straw CHP
unit with a constant fixed cost and resulting total cost.

Figure 16 - Yearly development in fuel costs on the Dalum CHP
unit with a constant fixed cost and resulting total cost.

This is a very rough estimate, since it doesn't take the electricity production of both units into account. Nor
does it consider the efficiency of the plants or how costs are divided between electricity and heat production.

11.14.2
Oil and natural gas boilers
Just like Straw and Dalum, District Heating Funen pays a fixed cost for the heat delivered from oil and natural gas boilers. The price was for the end of 2013 158.54 DKK/GJ on the oil units and 114.83 DKK/GJ on the
natural gas units. The same technique as with Straw and Dalum were used to construct time series for the
total price 2015-2035. The results are depicted on Figure 17 and Figure 18.
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Figure 17 - Yearly development in fuel costs on the Oil boilers
with a constant fixed cost and resulting total cost.

11.15

Figure 18 - Yearly development in fuel costs on the Natural
Gas boilers with a constant fixed cost and resulting total cost.

Electricity prices

A big uncertainty when evaluating the profitability of an investment in heat pumps and biomass CHP is the
electricity prices in the relevant future electricity market. The simplest approach to this problem is to use
the official projections of electricity prices from the Danish Energy Agency, Energistyrelsen. However Energistyrelsen only projects average electricity prices on a yearly basis. This is a great shortfall in relation to
both heat pumps and biomass CHP, since they both will benefit from running dynamically in relation to
changes in the electricity spot-price. While the heat pump will benefit from running when prices are relatively low, the biomass CHP will benefit from running when prices are relatively high. energyPRO and the
developed MATLAB script are both able to capture the economic benefits of such a dynamically behavior in
relation to a electricity price dataset with an hourly resolution. Hence some effort has been put into obtaining projections of the hourly values of electricity prices in the technical timeframe of the considered technologies, which is roughly 2015-2035. Interesting simulated datasets has been obtained from the Danish
TSO Energinet.dk and the Danish Energy Industries’ professional organization Dansk Energi.
11.15.1
Energinet.dk electricity price projections
Energinet.dk has simulated the Danish electricity prices in 2035 for both DK1 and DK2 with an hourly resolution. They have done so using the ADAPT model (Adaptive DynAmic energy system Planning Tool) with
information on the European electricity transmission network from ENTSO-E (European Network of Trans-
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mission System Operators for Electricity) and detailed information on the Danish combined heat and power
production from a Sivael15 model. ENTSO-E has projected the future transmission system using a rough BID
model16 based on the Ten-Year Network Development Plan (TYNDP) for the European electricity system.
The simulations have been conducted under three different scenarios called FFEG, FFEP and FFSR. FFEG
encompass a high level of EU collaboration in the electricity market combined with a great expansion of
renewables in both Denmark and the other EU countries. FFEP encompass a smaller level of EU collaboration combined with an emphasis of the free market power. Finally FFER acts as a combination of the two
former scenarios, with a slightly larger emphasis on FFEG than FFEP. FFER acts as Energinet.dk's basis projection of 2035 spot prices.
All scenarios are calculated on a socio-economic basis, meaning that subsidies and taxes are not included.
Externality costs from NOx, SOx and CO2 are included and correspond to The Danish Energy Authority's
socio-economic analysis prerequisites. The reason for this approach is that it is almost impossible to predict
the subsidies and taxes 20 years from now, but one should believe that policymakers will try to design them
in a way that maximizes the socio-economic surplus. Therefore this is argued to be the best approach.
Data are presented in histogram from for DK1 on Figure 19. The data were obtained through our bachelor
supervisor Rune Duban Grandal, who had the contact to Energinet.dk.
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Figure 19 – Simulated electricity prices for 2035 from the Danish TSO Energinet.dk. Data are presented in histogram form. Both
DK1 (western Denmark) and DK2 (Eastern Denmark) were simulated, but this histogram only shows the DK1 results, since this is
the relevant price area for District Heating Funen. Prices higher than 800 DKK/MWh were cut off to give a clearer picture of the
majority of data. The largest amount of data above 800 DKK/MWh are found in the FFEG time series and still only 3 % of data are
located above 800 DKK/MWh in this set.

The means of the Energinet.dk simulation data for DK1 are 478 DKK/MWh for FFSP, 453 DKK/MWh for FFER
and 423 for FFEG1. For DK2 the means are 474 DKK/MWh for FFSP, 453 DKK/MWh for FFER and 540 for
FFEG.

15
16

http://energinet.dk/DA/El/Udvikling-af-elsystemet/Analysemodeller/Sider/Sivael.aspx
http://energinet.dk/DA/El/Udvikling-af-elsystemet/Analysemodeller/Sider/BID.aspx
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11.15.2
Dansk Energi electricity price projections
Using the energy system model BALMOREL, Dansk Energi has simulated the electricity prices for the Danish
market with an hourly resolution. Data were provided by Karsten Capion, who is a consultant form Dansk
Energi. The prices are an average of DK1 and DK2. Dansk Energi believes that differences between the two
price areas will be very small in the future17. The simulations were run for the years 2017, 2020, 2025, 2030
and 2035. The countries modeled in the analysis are the northwestern European countries, as depicted
with green in Figure 20. The influence of the light and dark blue countries has not been clarified by Dansk
Energi, but it is believed that electricity transmission interaction with the light blue countries has been
modeled in a simplified way, while the dark blue countries has not been considered in the model. This understanding makes good geographical sense.

Figure 20 – Countries marked with green were modeled in the BALMOREL simulation.

The development of energy technologies in the modeled countries follow the respective national renewable energy action plans until 2020. Afterwards the development is based on the EU reference scenario ‘Energy Trends to 2050’18. This should result in an analysis based on the most likely European development.
Figure 13 presents the resulting data in a histogram. The means for the simulations are 337 DKK/MWh for
2017, 391 DKK/MWh for 2020, 454 DKK/MWh for 2025, 562 DKK/MWh for 2030 and 524 DKK/MWh for
2035. From Figure 21 it is seen that prices has a somewhat normally distributed character with rising mean
(except for 2030 to 2035, where the mean drops) as well as an increasing spread of prices as we move towards 2035.

17

Mail correspondence with Karsten Capion, Consultant, Dansk Energi.
EU ENERGY, TRANSPORT AND GHG EMISSIONS TRENDS TO 2050, REFERENCE SCENARIO 2013, The European
Commission, 16th of December 2013.
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Figure 21 – Dansk Energi electricity price simulation for 2017, 2020, 2025, 2030 and 2035. Data are presented in histogram form.
Prices higher than 800 DKK/MWh were cut off to give a clearer picture of the majority of data. The largest amount of data above
800 DKK/MWh are found in the 2035 time series and still only 4 % of data are located above 800 DKK/MWh in this set.

With 5 simulations distributed almost equally over the time scope of this report (2015-2035), these data
shows great potential as the basis electricity price assumptions for the analysis.
11.15.3
Energistyrelsens projections
As stated in the opening of this chapter, official projections of the mean electricity prices on a yearly basis
are available from the Danish Energy Authority (Energistyrelsen)19. Table 8 shows the means and compares
them to the Dansk Energi simulations. It is seen that Dansk Energi predicts lower prices in the first years,
then higher prices and in 2035 predictions only differ by 4 %.
2017
Energistyrelsen 380
Dansk Energi
337
Deviation in pct. 13%

2020
397
391
2%

2025
351
454
-23%

2030
449
562
-20%

2035
548
524
4%

Table 8 - Mean electricity prices in the years 2017, 2020, 2025, 2030 and 2035 from the Dansk Energi simulations as well as the
Energistyrelsen projections. A varying deviation is seen between the two data sets. All prices in 2015DKK/MWh.

Energistyrelsens projections acts as a sort of weak validation of the Dansk Energi simulations. On top of this
the deviations in the different years shows, that there is not a clear consensus on future electricity prices.
11.15.4
The basis el-spot data set for the analysis of this report
The scope of this report is evaluating an implementation of heat pumps and biomass CHP into District Heating Funens mix of energy production facilities. Both technologies will have a technological lifetime of
around 20 years. This means that data on the electricity prices for the next 20 years are desirable. In this
context the Dansk Energi electricity prices shows a clear advantage with the 5 year step between each simulation compared to the Energinet.dk simulations, which only gives 2035 results. Furthermore, Dansk Ener-

19

Socio economic calculation prerequisites, October 2012: http://www.ens.dk/info/tal-kort/fremskrivninger-analysermodeller/samfundsokonomiske-beregnings-forudsaetninger
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gi has provided a fair description of the prerequisites of the model, and following EUs central scenario it is
concluded that it should provide a good basis model for electricity price projections.
Therefore the price assumptions in this report will be based on the Dansk Energi simulations. To deal with
the absence of simulations for 2015 and 2016 it has been chosen to take the actual prices for DK120 in the
years 2012 and 2013 and extrapolate 2012 to 2015 and 2013 to 2016. The extrapolation has been conducted using the relative price movement as projected by Energistyrelsen.19 Figure 22 shows the resulting 2015
and 2016 data sets on histogram form and compares them to the Dansk Energi 2017 and 2020 simulations.
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Figure 22 - Data on histogram form. Comparison between the 2015 and 2016 projections based on actual DK1 prices in 2012 and
2013 and the Dansk Energi simulations for 2017 and 2020. It is seen that the method yields a gradually increasing mean with
comparable spreads in prices.

Thereafter the 2017 simulation are repeated for 2017, 2018 and 2019, the 2020 simulations for 2020, 2021,
2022, 2023 and 2024, the 2025 simulations for 2025, 2026, 2027, 2028 and 2029, the 2030 simulations for
2030, 2031, 2032, 2033 and 2034 and finally the 2035 simulation are only used for 2035. The data is presented on Figure 21. One could argue, that it would have been a better use of data to have considered the
simulations as center points for electricity prices making for example the 2025 simulation take effect from
July 2022 until June 2027 and so forth. Such deeper considerations has not been elaborated further.
11.15.5
Sensitivity analysis: Lower future spot market prices
The alternative spot market projection is based on the actual prices in the years 2011-2013 for DK-Vest,
which have been repeated through the simulation period. To secure consistency with the spot market prices the CO2-price projection assumes constant low price of 50 DKK/t close to that of 2011-2013. Thus, these
alternative framework conditions assume a kind of “no development” in the energy system and an emission trade scheme that continues to be ineffective.

20

http://energinet.dk/DA/El/Engrosmarked/Udtraek-af-markedsdata/Sider/default.aspx
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Figure 23 – Histogram depicting the distributions of spot prices in the 3 years. In 2015 prices.

With averages of 288 and 305 DKK/MWh in 2012 and 2013, these prices are quite low. With 387
DKK/MWh, 2011 are on level with Dansk Energi’s 2020 projections, which has an average of 391 DKK/MWh.
The higher prices in 2011 was caused by a dry year in Norway, which led to a smaller amount of cheap hydro-electricity.21 Thus, the price series includes one dry year every third year, leading to higher electricity
prices every third year. It has not been analyzed in detain how often dry years occurs statistically.

11.16

The District Heating Funen district heating system

The District Heating Funen district heating grid is divided into 8 so called high-pressure lines, which are
depicted on Figure 24. The lines are named H01 to H08. H99 is a small line disconnected from the rest of
the grid, which is supplied with heat from a biogas plant. This particular line will not be considered in this
project, since it does not interact with the rest of the system. The units called **V are decentralized boilers,
which only serve as a backup in case of problems in the overall grid. One exception is DPV (Dalum CHP),
which is a decentralized woodchip fired CHP. The units **P are pumping stations. The units Z01 till Z18 are
the end users. District Heating Funen has hourly readings of the energies delivered to each Z group as well
as energy produced by each of the decentralized production units. These data will serve as the basis of our
further calculations.

21

VARMEPLAN Hovedstaden, De langsigtede mål og udviklingsveje for energisystemet Vestforbrænding, 15. marts
2013, Hans Henrik Lindboe
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Figure 24 - Overview of the District Heating Funen distribution Grid. The grid is divided into 8 (H01-H08) so called high pressure lines, which runs from the central production facility
at Fuen Power Station to consumers. The colors indicate, that the different units supply different lines under normal operation, but the different lines can be supplied by all units
on Fuen Power Station if needed. H99 is a small area disconnected from the rest of the grid, which is supplied with heat by a biogas plant.
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11.17

energyPRO: Construction of the District Heating Funen system

11.17.1
The initial model, a quite comprehensive model
Our initial thought was to construct a quite comprehensive energyPRO model of the District Heating Funen
grid. The resulting model included every user group Z01 until Z18 grouped into their respective highpressure lines as depicted on Figure 25. The decentralized backup boilers were modeled as one accumulated centralized gas boiler and one oil boiler. To simulate Funen Power Station, the coal, waste and straw
units were placed in a site together with a heat accumulation tank. Dalum CHP were placed in H05, as it is
in the real system.

Figure 25 - The initial model of the District Heating Funen grid. All user groups Z01 till Z18 are included grouped into high pressure lines H01 till H08.

This model turned out to require 45 minutes of computing time to calculate the operation of one year on a
mid-range laptop. For this reason it was abandoned.
11.17.2
Simplifying the model
Afterwards we tried to simplify the model by accumulating the demands on high-pressure line level, which
brought computing time down to 5 minutes for one year of operation. One could argue that this computing
time is acceptable. However, one must bear in mind that the model ultimately will need to be run over the
course of 20 years to evaluate the economics of an investment over the full technical lifetime of the heat
pumps and biomass rebuilding of the coal fired CHP. Further, we came to the realization, that for the needs
of this project, the model does not lose any central insight by accumulating demands. The initial comprehensive model would only provide additional insight over an accumulated model, if one models hydraulic
capacity constraints and distribution grid losses. Rather early in the process, we chose to ignore these effects and focus on the overall aspects of implementing biomass CHP and heat pumps.
Because of the above reasons, we ended up with a very simplified accumulated model as described in the
next section. This model can simulate a whole year of operation in less than 30 sec.
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11.17.3
The final basis energyPRO model
As described in last section we decided to model the District Heating Funen grid with the entire demand
accumulated into one demand. Figure 26 shows an overview of the final system. The model contains two
sites. One for Funen Power Station and one for District Heating Funen. This division into two sites was crucial, because of the way energyPRO handles heat storages. At Funen Power Station a heat storage22 is present into which the units at Funen Power Station can store heat. The decentralized units in the District
Heating Funen grid cannot use this heat storage, but their operation should still be evaluated with the heat
storage at Funen Power Station in mind. energyPRO can only make this optimization correct, if the decentralized units deliver their heat into a storage of zero capacity23. Since each site can only have one heat
storage, one needs a separate site for the District Heating Funen grid.

Figure 26 - The final District Heating Funen energyPRO model. The 100.000 MW transmission capacity is just set to ensure no
transmission constraints in the model. Actually the demand never surpasses 1.000 MW making this a bold over dimensioning. It
doesn't affect the modeling since we don't model hydraulic constraints.

Figure 27 depicts the graphical representation of Funen Power Station. Further description of the units Coal
CHP, Straw CHP and Waste CHP as well as the heat store can be found in Appendix 11.17.4. Figure 28 depicts the model of District Heating Funen. Further description of the units Dalum CHP, Oil and Gas can be
found in Appendix 11.17.4.

22
23

See Appendix 11.26 for further information on the heat storage.
Mail Correspondence with Anders N. Andersen, Head of Energy Systems, EMD
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Figure 27 - The Funen Power Station site in the basis energyPRO model.

Figure 28 - The District Heating Funen grid site in the basis energyPRO model.

11.17.4
Modeling of the units in energyPRO
A brief exposition of how the different units are modeled in energyPRO will be presented in this section.
11.17.4.1
Coal CHP
The coal fired CHP (also called Blok 7) unit at Funen Power Station is a steam-extraction plant (Danish: udtags værk), and thus has the ability to run in a whole area of (P,Q) operation-points defined by the flat-iondiagram, which is depicted on Figure 29. Unfortunately, small district heating networks were the focus
when developing energyPRO, which is why the software is only able to model backpressure CHP plants. In
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the next section, we will examine a possible solution, tricking energyPRO to model the plant as a steamextraction plant.

Figure 29 – The flat-ion diagram. A steam-extraction-plant like Blok 7 is able to operate within the whole area defined by the
thick line. The curve with slope Cv is the condense-line and the curve with slope Cb is the backpressure-line. Source: Technology
Data for energy Plants, Energistyrelsen, s. 33.

11.17.4.1.1 Workarounds making energyPRO simulate condense and backpressure operation on
Blok 7
A lot of effort was put into trying to trick energyPRO to model part of the flat ion diagram. One goal was to
implement the backpressure line and the condense line of the diagram by inserting a heat pump, with a
COP corresponding to the inverse of the
coefficient. This model should not be able to run in the whole
area of the flat-ion diagram, but only on the edges. This solution was implemented as depicted on Figure
30. The Coal Backpressure unit represents operation on the backpressure line and the Coal Condense unit in
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cooperation with the Coal Condens-Cv line unit represents operation on the condense line.

Figure 30 – energyPRO model, which models both the backpressure and condense lines of Blok 7.

The Coal Backpressure unit consists of a plant with the inputs shown in Figure 31. The Coal Condens unit
consists of a linear production characteristic going from 0 MW fuel, 0 MW electricity to 1041 MW fuel 416
MW electricity. energyPRO is told only to operate one of these units at a time. The Coal Condens Cv-line is a
heat pump, which is able to simulate operation on the condense line. A heat pump is appropriate for this
purpose, since the condense line works with the same characteristics as a heat pump, using some electricity to produce a larger amount of heat. This unit is only allowed running, when the Coal Condens unit is also
running. It operates on a linear curve going from 1.6 MW electricity yielding 59 MW heat to 56 MW electricity yielding 582 MW heat [Vattenfall] 24.

Figure 31 – Min and max load characteristics of the backpressure line of Blok 7. energyPRO extrapolates a straight line between
the two points. Source: energyPRO screen dump.

The tricky part in this model is to prioritize between producing on the backpressure line, and the condense
line. Basically energyPRO will calculate unit priorities based on their marginal heat production costs, which
it is able to do for the Coal Backpressure unit, but not the Coal Condense unit, since it is not a heat producing unit. Further it will prioritize Coal Condense Cv-line wrongly, running it when electricity prices are low
and stopping it when they are high, while in reality operation on the condense line should happen, when
prices are high.

24

Internal communication.
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One can also define priorities of the units manually, which is what we will do in order to get the right prioritization. In energyPRO, the priority of a unit is the same as the marginal heat production cost of that unit.
This means that the plant with the lowest priority will be run first by energyPRO [see section].
The marginal cost of heat on Coal Backpressure is calculated as the cost of heat production minus the revenue from the associated electricity production. For the sake of simplicity, we’ll use 100 DKK/MWh as the
cost of coal. The heat production efficiency is calculated from the full load operation characteristics25,
which is 583/1041 = 0.56. With the chosen coal price, this translates to 179 DKK/MWh heat. The amount of
electricity produced at a given amount of coal is found by the following formula

= 0.67 25.This

means that every time one unit of heat is produced on the backpressure line, 0.67 units of electricity is
produced. This translates to a marginal production cost of heat on the backpressure line of
Marginal Cost Of Heat(Backpressure) = 179 − 0.67 ⋅ ElSpot
Where ElSpot is the spot price of electricity. This cost relationship is the same as calculated automatically
by energyPRO, when given the same cost of coal.
The priority of Coal Condense needs to consider the surplus from producing electricity, and take into account, the lost revenue from electricity production, when producing heat on the condense line. The efficiency of producing electricity at full load at the Coal Condense unit is 416/1041 = 0.40, which yields a marginal cost of 100/0.4 = 250 DKK/MWh. The revenue from electricity production is simply the ElSpot price.
However as the heat production increases along the condense line, electricity production decreases yielding a lower revenue from sales of electricity. The lost proportion of electricity production at maximum heat
production on the condense line is 56/582 = 0.0962. Assuming a constant slope on the condense line, this
leads to the following marginal cost of heat production on the condense line
Marginal Cost Of Heat(Condense) = 250 − 1 − 0.0962

⋅ ElSpot

Where Q is the heat production and QMax is the maximum heat production on the condense line. If there is
no other units in the energyPRO model, and if there is no heat storage one can simply use the heat demand
as a measure of Q. However, it is not possible to load the heat production on a unit into its own priority
calculation in energyPRO, since energyPRO needs the priority of the unit in order to calculate its production. Conducting a true optimization of a steam-extraction plant in interplay with other units requires energyPRO to optimize heat production in each hour both taking the condense and backpressure line into account. Using our workaround, it would require energyPRO to iterate over a large number of possible heat
productions each hour and find the most optimal production. This might not be trivial, since it would have
to take into account costs in adjacent operation hours to make a true economic optimization. This is not
possible in the current version of energyPRO. Figure 32 shows an example of how the model runs. It is seen
that the model runs the backpressure unit, when electricity prices are high and condense unit when electricity prices are low. It seems as if the model runs pretty well in this isolated setting.

25

In fact, this varies a little with load. This variation is not considered.
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Figure 32 – energyPRO model of Blok 7 with both backpressure and condense operation possibilities. It is seen, that the plant
runs backpressure with relatively low electricity prices and condense with relatively high electricity prices. The uppermost graph
depicts the electricity price, the middle graph depicts the priority as discussed in this section and the lower graph depicts the
heat production in either backpressure or condense operation.

As discussed, the problem is that the above model only works without any other heat-producing units and
heat storage in the model. There seems to be no solution to this problem within the current version of energyPRO. Therefor we have come to a dead end regarding modelling of a steam-extraction power plant like
Blok 7 in energyPRO.
11.17.4.1.2 Final energyPRO model of Blok 7
Blok 7 will be modelled as a pure backpressure plant in this project even though it is a steam-extraction
plant. This is a shortfall of the model compared to the real world. The real world Blok 7 will be able to earn
more money from operation, since it will be able to produce electricity independent of heating demand,
when prices are good. The implication of this simplification varies between the different project analyses
during this report and will be assessed during each analysis. In the model. Operation and maintenance
costs are set to 16.25 DKK/MWh-electricity and 38.717 DKK/MW-electricity/month.26 Start costs are set to
405.724 DKK/start [Vattenfall].

26

Technology Data For Energy Plants, Energistyrelsen, Jan. 2014, s. 35.
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Still energyPRO shows some optimization problems of Blok 7 with this simplified model. The problem
comes, when trying to specify a minimum hours of operation of the plant, which will be discussed in the
next section.
11.17.4.1.3 Assessment of minimum operation hours on Blok 7
According to an analysis of the operation of Blok 7 in 2011 [Vattenfall] the minimum number of hours Blok
7 ran in this year was 4-5 hours, which occurred 4 times that year. However, these 4-5 hours were part of a
considerately larger operation-block, where the block ceased production for 1 or 2 hours and then continued production. The shortest running period not followed by another operation-block, was 45 hours.
For these reasons we chose to specify in energyPRO that the plant has to operate for at least 24 hours at a
time. However, this turns out to introduce some unwanted problems, where energyPRO somehow can't
connect two operation periods on Blok 7 and instead starts the oil and gas boilers.27 This is done even
though the priority clearly states, that Blok 7 is cheaper than oil and gas. Figure 33 illustrates the problem.
It seems the problem is, that energyPRO can't connect the two operation periods because of the minimum
of 24 operation hours. Therefore, by some kind of force majeure, energyPRO decides to start the gas and
oil boilers even though they are considerately more expensive. This does of course not depict at real world
optimization and is the product of a major error in the optimization techniques of energyPRO.

Figure 33 - Minimum operation hours on Blok 7 was in this model 24 hours. The top part illustrates the priorities of the different
heat production units (lower is better). It clearly shows how the priority on Blok 7 was better than oil and gas throughout the
period, but instead gas and oil starts for the period of exactly 24 hours.

Because of the above-mentioned problem, we have tried to run the model with 12, 6 and 0 minimum operation hours on Blok 7. With 12 hours the problem still occurred often. With 6 hours it was almost gone.
With 0 hours the optimization went totally out of control with around 10 % of heat produced on gas and oil
boilers; again the priorities stated, that gas and oil should not run. The last problem seems to come from
27

During the optimization, energyPRO finds some favorable start-times for the units, and then elaborates the operation from these start-points. Information gained from email correspondence with Anders N. Andersen, Head of Energy
Systems at EMD.
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energyPRO having problems optimizing in relation to start costs on Blok 7 in times of low heating demand.
energyPRO seems to plan a lot of short operation periods on Blok 7 where it produces at full throttle, but
then when it faces the start costs it realizes that it would be cheaper to run the gas and oil boilers.28 What
energyPRO should have done in this case is going back to the operation of Blok 7 and try to run it for longer
periods at a lower load level. Unfortunately energyPRO doesn't seem to have the capability of doing so.
Because of the problems on operation time we end with a model with a minimum of 6 consecutive operation hours. The model predicts 210 starts per year, which is way too many compared to the actual 24 starts
in 2011. With a start price of around 406.000 DKK per start, the actual operation of Blok 7 implies around
10 M DKK worth of start costs, whereas the energyPRO optimization implies around 85 M DKK. Figure 34
shows the problem with way too many starts in the first week of January. energyPRO could have conducted
a cheaper optimization taking start costs into account, where it ran Blok 7 at lower power for a longer time
instead of starting and stopping it constantly. But unfortunately as discussed earlier, energyPRO doesn't
handle start costs very well. This introduces a way too high measure of start costs. This should to some
extent cancel out when we compare two systems. However, we should be careful with economic conclusions, if one system turns out to gain its economic surplus from fewer start costs. From this discussion it is
clear, that these gains will not materialize in the real world.

Figure 34 - Operation of Blok 7 in the basis energyPRO model.

The fact that energyPRO does the optimization wrong is evident when looking at the yearly operation costs
of models where the only difference is the minimum allowed operation hours on Blok 7. With 0 operation
hours the yearly operation costs is 1.080 M DKK and with 6 operation hours it’s 983 M DKK. A true optimization should never come to a more expensive solution when faced with fewer constraints as is the fact
when going from 6 hours of minimum operation to 0 hours. The reasons for the worsening of the optimization are the problems discussed earlier in this section.
11.17.4.2
Straw CHP
Straw CHP is steam-extraction-plant like Blok 7, which introduces the same modeling problems. Since District Heating Funen pays a fixed price for heat delivered from this unit, we chose just to model it as a boiler
with this price as fuel input. In 2013 the Straw CHP produced 440.146 MWh of heat with an median power
of 62 MW. We chose to create a boiler in energyPRO with the median power of 62 MW. With these param28

energyPRO does first consider start costs, when production is planned for a time period. Therefore, the high start
costs on Blok 7 makes short planned operations very expensive. This view is deduced form a detailed explanation of
energyPRO optimization techniques by Anders. The explanation seems reasonable but is not verified by Anders. Email
correspondence with Anders N. Andersen, Head of Energy Systems at EMD.
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eters energyPRO chose to produce 386.595 MWh on the unit in the basic model. That's 12 % below actual
production, but considering other errors in the model compared to the real system we find this acceptable.
In practice operation of the plant will be different. Partly because it responds to the spot price of electricity
price, but availability of Straw might also play a role.
11.17.4.3
Waste CHP
In 2013 this unit produced 439.856 MWh heat with a mean power of 50 MW. Like Straw District Heating
Funen pays a fixed price for heat delivered from this unit, so we chose to model it as a boiler with this price
as fuel input. Arguing that this plant has a purpose of disposing waste29 we tell energyPRO to give this unit
the highest priority, thus running it whenever possible. By setting the power of the unit to 50 MW, energyPRO chooses to produce 438.000 MWh on this plant, which is very close to actual operation. In practice,
operation of the plant will be different because it responds to the amount of waste available and the price
of waste, which also varies30.
11.17.4.4
Dalum CHP
The plant produced 268.191 MWh in 2013 with a median power of 34 MW. Since District Heating Funen
pays a fixed price for heat delivered from this unit, we chose just to model it as a boiler with this price as
fuel input. We chose to create a boiler in energyPRO with the median power of 34 MW. With these parameters energyPRO chose to produce 263.879 MWh on the unit in the basic model. That's 1,5 % below actual
production, but considering other errors in the model compared to the real system we find this acceptable.
In practice operation of the plant will be different. Mainly because it responds to the spot price of electricity.
11.17.4.5
Boilers
The total power of these units were summed up and put into one accumulated gas boiler of 202 MW and
one oil boiler of 500 MW. Again, District Heating Funen pays a fixed price for heat from these devices
meaning that we do not have to consider efficiencies.
11.17.4.6
Storage
During the last two years the maximum amount of heat storage in the heat accumulator tank was 3.770
MWh. This is based on actual measurements from the District Heating Funen SRO system. By simple trial
and error in energyPRO this is found to correspond to 81.335 m3 at 90 ° top tank temperature and 50 °
bottom temperature, which are the default temperatures for an heat accumulator tank in energyPRO. For
our purpose the only important thing is, that the tank has the correct storage capacity, which means that
we’ll not have to validate the temperatures. The temperatures makes no differences to the rest of the system.

11.18

Implementation of supplementary heat pumps in energyPRO

Three models have been developed. One of Supplementary Heat Pumps distributed throughout the entire
grid, one of Supplementary Heat Pumps located in only one heating area, and one where Blok 7 is replaced
by decentralized heat pumps.

29

We know that some of the waste is imported, even from other countries because of favorable Danish legislation
regarding burning of waste. But for the sake of simplicity we chose not to take this aspect into consideration.
30
Internal communication at Fjernvarme Fyn.
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11.18.1
Supplementary heat pumps in energyPRO
As depicted by Figure 35 the heat pump has been added to the District Heating Funen site, ensuring that it
will not be able to store heat in the heat storage tank at Fuen Power Station.

Figure 35 - The District Heating Funen site with a heat pump added. Input and output powers are both given as fx, meaning that
they depend on a formula. This is because input depends on, ambient temperature and demand and output depends on demand. Source: energyPRO screen dump.

The maximum power of the heat pump is modeled as the smallest value of either the heat pumps maximum power, or one third of the heating demand in the present hour. Figure 36 shows the resulting energyPRO formula.

Figure 36 - Power formula for a 75 MW heat pump implementation. The formulas ensure that the heat pump cannot deliver
more than 33 % of total heating demand in any given hour. Hence, they obey the constraints of the technical implementation.
Source: energyPRO screen dump.

11.18.2
Scalability of the supplementary heat pump solution: an energyPRO model
To conduct the analysis in energyPRO the consumption on H01 were subtracted from the total demand and
instead added to a separate site where a heat pump was installed. The actual boiler capacity at H01 were
also created in this new site, and subtracted from the main District Heating Funen site. Figure 37 depicts
the way H01 was implemented in energyPRO.
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Figure 37 - H01 with a supplementary heat pump solution installed. This model was developed in order to test the scalability of
the solution.

11.19
energyPRO model, where Blok 7 is replaced by decentralized heat
pumps
The model has only one site left with the heat pump, gas and oil boilers together with the heating demand.
This site is depicted in Figure 38.

Figure 38 – The energyPRO model used for comparison with the MATLAB simulation of Blok 7. In this case, a 500 MW heat pump
was used, but the size is subject to a sensitivity analysis.

11.20

Heating demand

The heating demand used for this project is based on the actual hourly heating demand for 2013 in the
District Heating Funen grid. Data were extracted from District Heating Funens own database. In order to
normalize the demand to a basis year, a heating degree day analysis were conducted based on the widely
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used Danish ELO normal year.31 The analysis is based on temperature measurements from Hans Christian
Anderson Airport in Odense N.32 It is assumed, that the heating demand will remain constant from 2013
until 2035. It is believed that this trend will hold true for the Danish district heating sector as a whole, because intake of new district heating consumers will even out the trend of energy savings within the current
customer base.33 It has not been examined, whether Odense is expected to lie above or below this trend.

11.21

Heat Pumps: Technology description

Heat pumps employ the same technology as refrigerators, moving heat from a low-temperature location to
a warmer location. They draw heat from some heat source and upgrades it to a higher temperature
through a closed process. Either a compressor (using electricity or natural gas) or absorption (using heat;
e.g. steam, hot water or flue gas) will drive the process. In this project, we will be focusing on the electrically driven heat pump.
When evaluating the performance of a heat pump it is common to look at the COP (coefficient of performance), which tells how much energy is delivered by the heat pump for each unit of electricity the compressor has spend. The mathematical formulation is

=

. Figure 39 shows a Sankey diagram

of the energy flows in an electrically driven heat pump with a COP of 4.

Figure 39 - Sankey diagram of the energy flows in an electrically driven heat pump with COP 4. The heat pump takes heat from a
heat source of 10° C and

Large heat pumps are available from 25 kW to 3-5 MW heat output. Larger heat pumps than 3-5 MW will
typically be a number of heat pump units in parallel.34

31

Normalår jf. Energihåndbogen, Foreningen for Energi og Miljø (2002), s. 177.
Retrieved from www.degreedays.net.
33
Scenarier for dansk el og fjernvarme 2020 til 2035, p. 22, Dansk Energi, Juni 2013.
34
Technology Data For Energy Plants, Energistyrelsen, Jan. 2014, s. 120.
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11.22

Heat source of the heat pump

The heat pump needs a source to draw heat from in order to work. In general, the higher the heat source
temperature, the better the COP of the heat pump. In this chapter, we will discuss different possible heat
sources and judge their potential in relation to a District Heating Funen implementation.
11.22.1
Ambient air and earth
Today air- and earth heat pumps are mostly used in conjunction with smaller plants supplying officebuildings and residential properties. In comparison to other heat sources, which will be discussed later in
this section, these sources have the least potential regarding COP of the installation. This means that other
sources will have better economic potential and should be exploited before these technologies come into
consideration.
Air heat pumps draw their heat from the ambient air temperature. They have the straightforward disadvantage that the demand for heating is rising with ambient temperature while their COP is falling with ambient temperature. Thus, an air heat pump will experience the worst COP, when heating demand is highest
and the best COP when demand is lowest. A 1 MW-heat installation will need around 300.000 m3/h of airstream, which is presented as a challenging factor [PlanEnergi] 35. Internal competences at District Heating
Funen judges, that there should be enough space at the companies existing heating centrals to install a
substantial amount of heat pumps [Chan] 36. However, this problem will not be analyzed further during this
report and it will simply be assumed that this problem will be solvable. Icing of the evaporator will possess
another challenge, and there is currently not much experience with approaches to the problem. Presently a
PSO-project is looking into the possibilities of deicing the cooling surface mechanically [PlanEnergi]. Another possibility could be running district-heating water returned from consumers through the cooling surface
pipes, thus melting away the icing [Chan]. The former solution could prove more energy efficient than the
later because it does not have to provide the heat of fusion for the ice to melt. In conclusion, there is no
experience with large-scale air heat pumps for district heating and therefore some uncertainties still exist
regarding their technical implications [PlanEnergi]. The technical implications of installing an air heat pump
for district heating has not been analyzed further within this project.
Earth heat pumps draw their heat from the earth crust, through hoses dug around 1 m into the ground.
Compared to the ambient air, the earth crust has a more constant temperature throughout the year. This
gives them an advantage over air heat pumps in relation to household heating, since they experience a
higher COP in the winter, when demand is highest. This is the reason why many household standalone installations rely on earth heat pumps. The earth heat pump can extract around 40 kWh/m2 per year
[PlanEnergi]. With a yearly demand of 2.8 TWh for the entire District Heating Funen grid, this translates to a
need for around 70 km2. Even if we were only to supply 10-20 % of the total demand with heat pumps, at 714 km2 the area would still be great. The entire municipality of Odense has an area of 300 km237, of which a
large proportion are green areas and fields. A very intensive effort might show that it would be possible to
find the needed area for the hoses if a large proportion of the fields are used. It has not been examined,
whether there it is technically and environmentally possible to grow feedstock on fields while a heat pump
35

PlanEnergi: ”Udredning vedrørende varmelagringsteknologier og store varmepumper til brug i fjernvarmesystemet”,
November 2013, PlanEnergi (project leader), Teknologisk Institut, GEO and Grøn Energi.
36
Internal communication at Fjernvarme Fyn, Chan Nguyen, Project Manager.
37
http://da.wikipedia.org/wiki/Odense
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extracts heat from the crust a meter below. One could fear that the agricultural machines could rip the
hoses open while ploughing the farm land. The district heating water would have to be transported relatively longer than today’s gird in a lot of relatively small district heating pipes. This could introduce considerately higher distribution grid losses than experienced in today’s grid. Vertical heat pump drillings are used
for residential heating, where area is limiting factor. According to the Canadian Office of Energy Efficiency
three bore holes of 80 to 110 m each are needed for a typical residential home. The holes should be spaced
by 5-6 meters. 38 This gives a preliminary impression, that a vertically drilled ground heat pump solution
would prove very challenging in a district heating context. This brief discussion show that earth heat pumps
can prove very challenging in a city like Odense with a somewhat high population density. Just like air heat
pumps there is no experience with this technology in district heating grids [PlanEnergi]. Based on this brief
study, it is judged that earth heat pumps face greater challenges than air heat pumps in relation to an implementation in the District Heating Funen grid. Therefore, we will not analyze earth heat pumps further in
this project.
11.22.2
Rivers, lakes, fjords and seawater
Rivers and lakes has some potential for smaller demands, but is judged insufficient for district heating scale.
Further the temperature in the winter of Danish rivers and lakes are very fluctuating year on year and since
it is not allowed to cool the water below 2 °C, there will be times during winter where the pump won’t be
able to deliver any heat [PlanEnergi].
Seawater faces often no capacity constraints and many large Danish cities are located by the sea. However
especially the The Baltic Sea faces problems of temperatures close to the freezing point during winter. This
is also true at the bottom of the sea. This gives challenges with freezing of the evaporator. In Sweden, experience has shown that it is possible to use seawater from The Baltic Sea during winter with a technique that
irrigates the evaporator with seawater. Several heat pumps have been installed with seawater from Norwegian fjords as heat source. Because of their great depth, these have temperatures of 8-12 °C all year
around which makes them very well suited for heat pumps [PlanEnergi].
The only water heat source close to District Heating Funen’s grid is Odense Fjord. In the light of the problems faced during winter in The Baltic Sea, it is judged that it might prove impossible to extract enough heat
from Odense Fjord during winter because of relatively sparse water throughput. Further Odense Fjord is a
Natura 2000 area, which means that special environmental considerations has to be taken.39 Therefore it is
judged, that there is no great potential for water based heat sources to supply a large heat pump solution
in Odense.
11.22.3
Industrial excess heat
Industrial excess heat often comes at relatively high temperatures, thus having potential for relatively good
COPs. Today District Heating Funen already has collaboration with a few small producers of such heat, and
there might be potential for more of these heat sources [Chan]. It is judged, that these sources will only be
able to give minor contributions to the overall heat demand. Hence, they will not be able to introduce extensive changes to the District Heating Funen energy mix. Because of this, it is not within the scope of this
project to identify possible unused potentials.
38
39
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11.22.4
Groundwater
The groundwater aquifers beneath Odense should have medium potential acting as heat source [PlanEnergi]. District Heating Funen is currently looking into having some examination drillings conducted in collaboration with SDU, the University in Odense [Chan]. This report will not look further into these potentials.
11.22.5
Choice of heat source: ambient air
Based on this brief examination of the different possible heat sources, it is judged that ambient air might be
the only source of heat, which will have the potential of covering a significant proportion of the heating
demand in the District Heating Funen grid. It should be noted, that the technology has not been tested for
district heating purposes yet [PlanEnergi], thus making several technical aspects uncertain. Further it has
not been within the scope of this report to examine whether it will be possible to find the physical space
needed for the heat pump installations in Odense, although preliminary judgements inside District Heating
Funen indicates that it should be possible [Chan]. The technical implementation of the air heat pump will
be elaborated in Siting the heat pump in the district heating grid.

11.23

Economic factors of the heat pump

The Danish Energy Authorities Technology Data Catalogue40 has economic data on large heat pumps using
ambient air as heat source. According to this source the specific investment lies in the range 0.52 to 0.84
Mio 2011€ per MW-heat output equal to 4.22 to 6.82 Mio 2015DKK per MW-heat. They judge, that the
average yearly COP is 2.8 with a supply temperature of 80 °C. A ambient air temperature dependent model
of the COP is presented in COP of the heat pump as a function of ambient air temperature. District Heating
Funen believes the heat pump solution will cost around 4.5 Mio DKK ±30 % including all necessary costs.
This estimate is based on project development of a similar heat pump solution at the upcoming university
hospital construction in Odense [Chan]. In this project, we will use the District Heating Funen estimates,
since these are based on our technology of choice as described in Siting the heat pump in the district heating grid. The following figure sums up the economic assumptions, which will be used throughout this project.

Large heat pumps for district heating, heat source ambient temperature, electric (2015 cost)
Typical capacity
1-10 MW per unit
Specific investment
4.5 M DKK per MW heat ± 30 %
Coefficient of performance
See Appendix 11.25
Technical lifetime
20 years
Source: The Danish Energy Agency, see Appendix X
Table 9 - Economic assumptions regarding the heat pump installation.

11.24

Siting the heat pump in the district heating grid

In the current District Heating Funen grid, district heating water is produced at Funen Power Station at
around 80 °C and pumped through so called high pressure lines to several decentralized heating centrals,
where the pressure and temperature is lowered before the district heating water is distributed to the consumers. The temperature is lowered from 80 °C to 70 °C before distribution to consumers, in order to lower
40

Technology Data for Energy Plants, Energistyrelsen, January 2014, p. 126.
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distribution grid heat losses. Today the temperature is lowered by mixing the district heating water from
Funen Power Station with an appropriate amount of the cooled water, returned from consumers. The remaining amount of cooled district heating water is returned to Funen Power Station for reheating. Figure
40 depicts the overall concept of district heating production and distribution. A detailed overview of the
heating centrals can be found in Appendix 11.16.

Figure 40 - Illustration of the District Heating Funen district heating grid. Heated district heating water is pumped from Fuen
Power Station though high pressure lines to several decentralized heating centrals, where temperature and pressure are lowered before the water is distributed to consumers. Lowering of temperature is done by mixing water from Fuen Power Station
with an appropriate amount of cooled water returned from consumers.

11.24.1
Supplementary heat pump solution
By placing the heat pump on a heating central site, it is possible to mix the water of 80 °C from Fuen Power
Station with water of 50 °C from a heat pump in a 2:1 mixture proportion yielding the usual 70 °C stream
for the consumers. The principal is depicted on Figure 41. Since the COP (coefficient of performance) of a
heat pump is falling with rising outlet temperature, this method will give a considerately better COP than
supplying all the heat from the heat pump at 70 °C. When electricity spot prices are relatively high, it will
not be economically feasible to run the heat pump. In this case it will still possible to mix return water with
water from Fuen Power Station obtaining a 70 °C in the same way it is done today. The 2:1 mixing of water
from Fuen Power Station and the heat pump will introduce the possibility of the heat pump supplying up to
1/3 of the heating demand served by the heating central.
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Figure 41 - Principal of a heating central with an installed heat pump, which gains heat from the ambient air. The heat pump
takes part of the return stream from consumers, heats it to 50 °C and mixes it with the 80 °C stream from Fuen Power Station as
depicted by the red circle. The mixture is 2:1 yielding a stream of 70 °C, just like the current system. The rest of the return stream
is returned to Fuen Power Station for reheating. The heating central should still be able to supply heat to consumers without the
heat pump running. The heating central also has gas or oil boilers for backup supply, which should still be there. Both technologies as well as other units present at the heating central are not depicted.

11.24.2
Heat pumps as the main heat production unit
This report will also look at the possibility of supplying more than 33,3 % of the demand with heat pumps
and replace the coal powered unit called Blok 7 with decentralized heat pumps. For this purpose, the heat
pump will have to deliver heat at 70 °C instead of the 50 °C in the formerly described solution. This rise in
outlet temperature will affect COP in a negative way, which we will look further into in the next section.
Figure 42 depicts a heat pump implementation, which is able to serve the entire heating demand of District
Heating Funen.
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Figure 42 - Principal of a heating central with an installed heat pump, which gains heat from the ambient air. Contrary to the
solution depicted on Figure 33, this solution will be able to serve the entire heating demand. Because of the higher outlet temperature from the heat pump, COP will be lower in this installation. The station will still have gas or oil boilers for backup and it
will still be able to distribute hot water from Fuen Power Station, which is not depicted. Other units present at the heating central are also not depicted.

Hence the project will analyse two different heat pump solutions. One which at most is able to supply 1/3
of the total heating demand, and another which will be able to serve a much larger amount of the heating
demand, but with a lower COP than the former.

11.25

COP of the heat pump as a function of ambient air temperature

The current experience with heat pumps for district heating is sparse, especially with ambient air as heat
source. This means that there is not much knowledge to take advantage from when conducting a study of
the COP applicable for an ambient air heat. Therefore, a thermodynamic model of a two stage ammonia
heat pump has been developed in EES41 by the projects supervisor from District Heating Funen, Chan Nguyen. The choice of technology was reasoned as the best choice based on needed inlet and outlet temperatures. The model is based on proven technology from ICS Energy42, but differs in using a lower heat source
temperature than the company's current models. According to sales material, they have designed heat
pump systems with outlet temperatures of 80 °C and evaporator temperatures down to 2 °C, which had
ground water as heat source. This means that the needed heat pump technology is not an off-the-shelf
item, but is should be possible to produce one based modifications of existing models. Ammonia is a popular refrigerant in industrial freezers, with evaporator temperatures below -30 °C.4344 Hence, even on the
coldest days there should be no technical problems regarding evaporator temperatures.

41

Engineering Equation Solver, http://www.fchart.com/ees/
ICS Energy, Neatpump: http://www.icsenergy.dk/
43
Hydrocarbons as refrigerants in small heat pump and refrigeration systems – A review, Björn Palm, December 2007.
44
Refrigeration with ammonia, Andy Pearson, January 2008.
42
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The return water temperature is not crucial for the heat pump COP, but it will affect how different components of the heat pump should be dimensioned. The determining factors regarding COP is the heat source
(ambient air) temperature and the supply temperature. In practise, District Heating Funen does not experience return temperatures larger than 40 °C, which is a technically possible inlet temperature for the heat
pump [Chan].
The model assumes a compressor efficiency of 75 %, a condensation temperature equal to supply temperature, an evaporator temperature 15 °C below ambient air temperature and cooling fan electricity usage of 2
% of evaporator energy uptake. All parameters should be conservative rule of thumb estimates [Chan]. It is
not within the scope of this project to gain a deeper understanding this thermodynamic model. Instead
focus will be on using the results obtained by the model, to model the dynamic interactions between the
heat pump and the rest of the energy producing units in the District Heating Funen grid. The principal of
the two stage ammonia heat pump is shown in Figure 43.
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Figure 43 - Principal of the two stage ammonia heat pump, which will be used for the analysis of this project.

The central input we will need for the energyPRO model is the COP of the heat pump. Since we use ambient
air as heat source in this setup, focus has been on deducing a relationship between the ambient air temperature and COP. Further as discussed in Appendix 11.24 we will need a relationship for both 50 and 70 °C
outlet temperature. Chan ran the EES model at different evaporator temperature levels corresponding to
the mean outside temperature in Denmark in each month. As discussed in the section Ambient air and
earth, some energy will be needed for de-icing the evaporator surfaces during the winter. We don't have a
clear picture of this exact energy consumption, and it has not been taken into consideration in the EES
model. The results of the simulations are plotted in Figure 44 and Figure 45. On both plots the result of a
second order regression can be seen. Both data sets follow the second order regression very closely. One
should be able to extrapolate these data based on the regression analysis from -10 to 25 °C ambient tem-
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perature with only a small error [Chan]. No daily mean in the ambient temperature data set used within
this project falls outside this interval. These relationships between ambient temperature and COP will be
used in energyPRO to calculate a daily COP based on a set of daily average temperatures on Funen, which
comes bundled with the energyPRO software package.

COP, 50 °C outlet
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Figure 44 - COP of the heat pump at different ambient temperatures with 50 °C outlet temperature. It is seen that a second order
polynomial regression fits the data very well. The results were obtained from a thermodynamic EES model, as described in this
section.
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COP, 70°C outlet
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Figure 45 - COP of the heat pump at different ambient temperatures with 70 °C outlet temperature. It is seen that a second order
polynomial regression fits the data very well. The results were obtained from a thermodynamic EES model, as described in this
section.

Figure 46 and Figure 47 shows the calculated daily COP of the 50 °C and 70 °C outlet temperature heat
pumps respectively. The calculations are based on the mean outdoor temperature every day on Fuen in a
design year supplied with energyPRO, which is the data set we will be using when conducting the energyPRO simulations. It is seen that the COP of the 50 °C outlet solution rarely falls below 3 and is mostly in
the range 3-3.5 from October till April. Around 80 % of the District Heating Funen demand lies within this
period. For the 70 °C outlet solution the COP lies within the 2.4-2.8 for this period. If we compare with the
yearly average COP of 2.8 for an 80 °C outlet solution as stated by The Danish Energy Authority (see Economic factors of the heat pump), our simulations seem very conservative.
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COP and daily mean temperatures on Fuen, 50 °C outlet
temperature
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Figure 46 - COP for a 70 °C outlet temperature heat pump calculated on basis of the mean outdoor temperature every day on
Fuen in a design year supplied with energyPRO. It is seen, that the COP of this solution only rarely falls below 3 and is mostly in
the range 3-3.5 from October until mid-April.
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COP and daily mean temperatures on Fuen, 70 °C outlet
temperature
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Figure 47 - COP for a 70 °C outlet temperature heat pump calculated on basis of the mean outdoor temperature every day on
Fuen in a design year supplied with energyPRO. It is seen, that the COP is mostly in the range 2.4-2.8 from November till midApril. Compared to the 50 °C outlet solution, this solution has a considerately lower COP.

11.26

Heat Storage

During the last two years the maximum amount of heat storage in the heat accumulator tank was 3.770
MWh. Thos os based on actual measurements from the District Heating Funen SRO system. By simple trial
and error in energyPRO this is found to correspond to 81.335 m3 at 90 ° top tank temperature and 50 °
bottom temperature, which are the default temperatures for an heat accumulator tank in energyPRO. For
our purpose the only important thing is, that the tank has the correct storage capacity, which means that
we’ll not have to validate the temperatures.
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